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Abstract

Haptic interfaces increase the richness and quality of user interaction with a virtual

or remote environment by conveying physical information through the sense of touch.

Beyond vibration of a mobile device or force feedback through the end effector of a

robot, shape-changing interfaces provide more complete haptic feedback by allowing

the user to explore the interface directly with his or her hands. This thesis presents

the design, modeling, and control of a novel form of haptic interface inspired by

advances in soft robotics and tangible interaction.

Haptic Jamming is a technique that combines particle jamming and pneumatic

actuation of a surface to achieve simultaneous control of its shape and mechanical

properties. A hollow silicone membrane is molded into an array of thin cells, each

filled with coffee grounds such that adjusting the vacuum level in any individual

cell rapidly switches it between flexible and rigid states. The array clamps over a

pressure-regulated air chamber with internal mechanisms designed to pin the nodes

between cells at any given height, which provide an extra degree of control over

the output shape. Various sequences of cell vacuuming, node pinning, and chamber

pressurization allow the surface to balloon into a variety of shapes.

Experiments were performed to define the rheological characteristics of jammed

systems from a macroscopic perspective that is relevant to force-displacement inter-

actions that would be experienced by human users, expanding upon existing physical

models of jamming at the inter-particle level. This provides the framework to tune

and control the mechanical properties of a jamming interface. A custom spring-mass

deformable body simulation was built combining models of the three actuation inputs
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of a Haptic Jamming surface: node pinning, chamber pressurization, and cell jam-

ming. The simulation guided the development of an algorithm to generate a sequence

of actuation inputs for the surface in order to match desired output shapes ranging

from topographical maps to three-dimensional solid object models.

The construction of multi-cell arrays integrated with the depth map from an RGB-

D sensor provides the capability to close the feedback loop on surface shape, resulting

in a more compelling display of complex shapes. Ongoing research shows promise

to develop Haptic Jamming into a fully three-dimensional device with embedded

stretchable sensors, permitting its use as both a computer input and output interface.

This technology can enable dynamic tangible environments for applications ranging

from medical simulation to product design.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Graphical user interfaces (GUIs) provide an accessible channel for humans to in-

teract with computers, serving as an essential driver in the large-scale adoption of

the personal computer. However, even with the development of touch screens and

multi-touch interfaces, GUIs lack many of the touch-based features accessed during

interaction with real, physical objects. To restore the touch-based elements that are

lost at the screen interface between humans and computers, GUIs can be supple-

mented with haptic interfaces. Commercial haptic interfaces range from well-timed

vibrations of a screen to three-dimensional force feedback through a tabletop kines-

thetic robot, but even these options miss some of the richness and information content

afforded by tangible user interfaces [1] and real objects.

High quality haptic feedback requires not only accurate kinesthetic feedback of

forces but also realistic cutaneous feedback of finger pad contact area, textures, and

high-frequency vibrations. Unlike sight and hearing, touch is bidirectional in that the

haptic sensations delivered by an environment depend not only on its physical state

but also on the manner of the user’s exploration or manipulation. Shape-changing

interfaces, or encountered-type tactile displays, produce physical environments for

the user to explore directly with his or her entire hands rather than relying on the

user to hold an intermediary device through which they receive haptic feedback. A

1
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tactile display that accurately mimics the shape of an environment does not suffice

to realistically recreate the feel of that environment; it must also deform and comply

according to the user’s applied forces and motions.

An ideal tactile display would be capable of controlling and transmitting multiple

tactile quantities simultaneously, such as geometry, compliance, texture, and temper-

ature. However, most tactile displays are limited in the scope of tactile sensations

they can evoke, in large part because of the electromechanical complexities associated

with developing devices that meet the physical constraints of many haptic applica-

tions. Distributed tactile displays that enable encountered-type interactions, in which

the user reaches out to touch the device rather than holding it at all times, are partic-

ularly attractive because they allow users to freely explore a surface or object but can

be even more challenging to implement than other types of tactile displays because

of the need to control multiple variables that affect both cutaneous and kinesthetic

haptic perception.

One potential application of an encountered-type tactile display is medical sim-

ulation. Haptic feedback serves as an important element of a clinician’s diagnoses

and decision regarding many procedures. Palpation is often necessary to identify

subcutaneous anatomical landmarks or to differentiate between similarly shaped ob-

jects [2]. Classic mannequins provide real physical environments for the trainee to

explore directly with his or her hands, but do not permit significant changes in geom-

etry or material properties to simulate a variety of scenarios. On the other end of the

spectrum of haptic simulation, virtual environments can be reprogrammed to render

a wide range of medical scenarios, from the contour of a skull to the compliance of

a soft tissue, but typically require the user to hold a device to feel the environment

through a single point of an intermediary tool. An encountered-type haptic display

for medical simulation could offer the benefits of both ends of this spectrum, shown

in Figure 1.1, providing a dynamic, programmable environment that a trainee could

reach out and touch directly as he or she would an actual patient.
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Laerdal’s SimMan Phantom Desktop

Tool-based interaction

Figure 1.1: Encountered-type haptic displays could provide benefits associated with
both sides of the spectrum of existing haptic medical simulators.

1.2 Contributions

This dissertation introduces a novel tactile display approach in the encountered-type

and surface haptics design space that we call Haptic Jamming. A Haptic Jamming

surface is capable of independent control of geometry and mechanical properties si-

multaneously using air pressure and a technique known as particle jamming, in which

a flexible membrane filled with a granular material changes rigidity with the applica-

tion of a vacuum. The flexible silicone surface is split into separate hollow regions, or

cells, each filled with coffee grounds so that applying a vacuum to a cell switches it

from a soft to a rigid state. A four-cell prototype, shown in Figure 1.2, uses different

input sequences of air pressure beneath the cells and vacuum level adjustment within

the jamming cells to allow regions of the surface to display a small rigid lump, a

large soft plane, or various other combinations of lump size and stiffness. The device

includes mechanisms to pin the nodes, i.e. locations on the surface where corners of

multiple cells connect, at any given height. This can prevent rigid cells from rotating

about one another, as illustrated in Figure 1.3, and provides an extra dimension of

shape output capability. Although control of shape and mechanical properties are

not entirely independent for shapes that require jamming to be generated, the two

features can largely be controlled separately for many applications.
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Figure 1.2: A Haptic Jamming array prototype with four hexagonal cells.

Beyond the novelty of the device concept as a whole, the Haptic Jamming proto-

types that this work presents led to many innovations across all levels of the design,

from the construction of single Haptic Jamming cells and the methods developed

to manufacture them reliably to the various node-pinning methods designed for the

multi-cell arrays across a range of sizes and resolutions. Testing of individual Haptic

Jamming cells provides a characterization of the variable shape and stiffnesses they

can output, both as measured quantitatively with a camera and force sensors and as

perceived by a user through a human-subject study.

In a broader investigation of the haptic interactions a user would experience with

a Haptic Jamming surface, we collected force-displacement data from a variety of

cells under a range of applied vacuum levels to develop rheological (spring-damper)

models for single cells in both supported and unsupported configurations. This rep-

resents a unique strategy for modeling particle jamming as a lumped interface, as

exiting models in the physics literature typically focus on models of interactions be-

tween individual particles to explain the system. Our data support the integrity of
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Figure 1.3: A side-view cutaway illustrates the functionality of a multi-cell Haptic
Jamming surface.
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this macroscopic modeling approach, showing that modified versions of the Maxwell

and Zener models can accurately fit forces and deflections from unsupported and

supported Haptic Jamming cells, respectively.

In order to more comprehensively study the shape output capabilities of multi-

cell arrays, we looked to deformable-body methods in computer graphics to create a

simulator that combines custom models of the three actuation components of a Haptic

Jamming display. Experimental validation with a twelve-cell array verify that these

models accurately simulate cell jamming, node pinning, and chamber pressurization.

This simulator provides a tool to test control algorithms for shape output on a multi-

cell array as a new form of visualization for topographic maps and 3D objects. The

development of this simulator also led to the insight that a discrete Laplace operator

can predict the correlation between a desired input shape and the output from a

Haptic Jamming array.

Finally, we built and tested three integrated systems with Haptic Jamming dis-

plays, demonstrating the capability to control the device in a variety of novel ways.

Integration with a cable-driven parallel robot creates a more immersive virtual envi-

ronment by pairing a physical interface with 3D visualization while also demonstrat-

ing some of the shortcomings of moving a tactile display around a workspace. In

previous particle jamming devices for haptics and soft robotics, shape has typically

been commanded open-loop or manipulated directly by a human use, but by pairing

a twelve-cell Haptic Jamming surface with the depth map of an RGB-D sensor we

can close the feedback loop on surface shape. In the process of scaling up the surface

to a one hundred-cell array, we implemented several new design features across the

mechanical, electrical, and computational components to enable more complex shape

output from one continuous surface.

While the contributions of this dissertation are limited to what we call a two-and-

a-half-dimensional (2.5D) surface in the sense that it cannot create shapes that have

overhanging features or that a user can pick up and hold, they pave the way for the

design, modeling, and control of fully three-dimensional (3D) shape-changing objects

using Haptic Jamming technology.
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1.3 Prior Work

This section reviews previous research in a number of areas both to describe existing

relevant devices within the field of haptics and to provide the background for the

modeling of a Haptic Jamming display.

1.3.1 Encountered-Type Haptics and Shape-Changing Inter-

faces

The Haptic Jamming interface can be considered an encountered-type haptic display

because the user is free to explore the surface directly with his or her hands, rather

than wearing or holding a device that constrains the exploration movements in any

way. Within encountered-type haptic displays, the concept of “Digital Clay” [3],

which can change shape both under the control of the computer and the user, ideal-

izes one form of an advanced form of 3D computer input and output user interface.

One possible implementation of “Digital Clay” consists of an array of fluid-driven

actuators [4]. Additional display implementations include arrays of shape memory

alloys [5] [6], pneumatics [7] [8], electromagnets [9], and motorized pins [10] [11] [12].

Several other pin arrays are summarized in [13]. More recently, their combination

with depth sensors and projectors has allowed greater dynamic physical affordances

for surface interactions [14]. The continued development of soft robotics [15] has also

led to several creative user interfaces [16].

Other approaches that adjust mechanical compliance properties instead of shape

include tactile arrays of electrorheological fluids [17], which transform from liquid to

plastic states with the application of an electric field, and magnetorheological flu-

ids [18], which change stiffness via a magnetic field. Working towards achieving both

adjustable geometry and compliance in a single display, recent work using an air

jet allows simultaneous and independent control of the perception of both proper-

ties [19] [20].

For the majority of the displays described in this section, the large number of

actuators means that shape control primarily involves down-sampling the desired

shape to the resolution of the display and positioning each element accordingly. For a
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“Digital Clay” display consisting of hydraulic actuators arranged along the rows and

columns of an array [4], the resolution of the interface can more feasibly be increased

because the number of actuators scales linearly rather than quadratically as the size

of the array grows [21] due to the large time constant of the actuation. However,

some interfaces act more as a “deformable crust” than a pin array with kinematics

that require more complex analysis. The SmartMesh multi-loop mechanism [22] is

based on extendable links arranged in a double-layer square grid, and the Formable

Object [23] uses a parallel rigid-body structure with kinematics optimized to render

basic shapes like cylinders and spheres. Alternatively to expanding the device size,

the use of computer vision to track a user’s hand motion allows a robot to relocate a

surface mounted to its end effector anywhere within its workspace to simulate a much

larger surface with varying orientations [24]. Other shape rendering interfaces [25]

have suggested mounting the display to a robot end effector to present different objects

of varying shapes in different regions of the workspace.

1.3.2 Particle Jamming in Robotics and Haptics

The ability to rapidly switch a material between rigid and flexible states has inspired

many applications, several within the field of robotics. A particle jamming end effector

can provide a less expensive substitute for a robotic gripper, as demonstrated in [26],

where the robot presses the mass of granular material in its unjammed state around

an object before jamming it to gain a rigid hold. Expanding the particle jamming

medium from the end effector to the whole manipulator provides a robust, low-cost

alternative to standard solid mechanical robotic arms [27].

In a medical application, a long, thin particle jamming tube has been tested for

bending stiffness with the future goal of applying the technology to an endoscope

with controllable rigidity in Natural Orifice Translumenal Endoscopic Surgery [28].

This could allow an endoscope to bend freely during insertion before switching to

a rigid state. Jamming in combination with pneumatic pressure can also act as an

alternative actuator and enable robotic locomotion [29].

Particle jamming has also produced several novel user interfaces for human-computer
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interaction. These include deformable surfaces on tabletops and the backs of screens

[30] [31] and deformable mesh structures [32]. On a larger scale, Mitsuda et al. used

a wearable display that spanned the length of the arm to simulate moving through

stiff or viscous virtual environments by jamming Styrofoam beads in a long, soft vinyl

tube [33]. More recently, researchers have begun to embed particle jamming inter-

faces into wearable gloves [34] that could provide haptic feedback to a user exploring

a virtual reality.

1.3.3 Physical Models of Jamming

The scientific exploration of granular material and the jamming phenomenon spans

decades of physics research. Cates et al. introduced the concept of force chains to

explain the transition of a jammed system of granular material into an unjammed

system in which the particles can flow under the application of stress [35]. The force

applied to a given particle in a jammed system is transmitted directly to the particles

contacting it in the direction of force, resulting in force chains along the direction of

compression. These force chains can be imaged with cross-polarized filters and verified

by computer models using probability distributions of inter-particle forces [36] [37].

Since such a force chain can only support loading along its axis, any load along a

different axis large enough to overcome the static friction between the surfaces of

particles causes the particles, and therefore the force chains, to rearrange. Thus, [35]

presents the argument that the jammed media are “fragile” and unable to support

incremental loading without plastic deformation. The force that a homogeneously

jammed body can support under this model can be predicted by summing over the

individual force chains with the probability distribution for inter-particle forces.

Building upon this research, Lui and Nagel proposed that when the media includes

materials beyond rigid particles the jamming concept can be expanded into much

broader systems, from temperature transitions of glass to load transitions of foams [38]

and the jammed state is no longer totally fragile. As further explained in [39], a body

of softer particles acts elastic as a whole up to the point that the maximum ratio of

shear stress to normal stress reaches the friction coefficient of the particles and they
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slide to rearrange, plastically deforming the body as a whole.

In an even deeper analysis of granular jamming systems, Bagi proposes a model

using structural mechanics methods that covers not only deformable particles, but

also particles of arbitrary shape, with rotational as well as translational degrees of

freedom, and that are capable of transmitting tangential contact forces as well as

normal forces [40]. This model examines each particle individually to include every

external load, contact force, support reaction, particle displacement, contact defor-

mation, surface curvature, and boundary deformation of the entire system, and the

work even includes numerical examples for systems of three and four granules. Look-

ing beyond the process of jamming, Gravish et al. modeled the process of unjamming,

or the transition from a solid back to a fluid state [41].

1.3.4 Deformable Body Modeling

A review article [42] by Meier et al. compares the most popular deformable model-

ing methods. Heuristic modeling approaches often involve linking points or volumes

with springs or deformable splines and updating the model based on the interactions

between them. Continuum mechanical modeling approaches resolve the differential

equations governing the full body, most commonly through the finite element method

(FEM). Although FEM techniques typically require significant computational time,

they have shown promise for the control of flexible bodies in soft robotics [43]. Meier

et al. [42] found that the spring-mass model and the boundary element method (BEM)

represented the most promising approaches in terms of computation, topology, and

biomechanical realism.

Heuristic spring-mass models suffer from non-constancy of the volume of an ob-

ject, which can reduce realism in objects that normally maintain a constant volume.

Such models also have the potential for instability of the integration schemes they

implement as the number of springs and point masses in a model grows. To address

these concerns, Conti et al. introduced the concept of filling spheres [44], which places

a set of rigid spheres along the medial transform axis of an object and connects them

to each other with linear and torsional springs to form a constant-volume skeleton.
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Point masses on the surface of the object then connect to the skeleton via linear

spring-dampers to decouple local and global deformations and render them together

with variable resolution. A Haptic Jamming surface does not maintain a constant

volume in reality, and its relatively thin structure limits the number of point masses

necessary to create an accurate model, suggesting the spring-mass model as a favor-

able approach. While FEM and BEM methods typically produce the most accurate

results for solids with consistent material properties [45], they require modeling the

material as a continuous mass, which is not the case for a Haptic Jamming surface

filled with discrete particles that falls outside the realm of traditional hyperelastic ma-

terials [46]. Furthermore, this work focuses on the shape control of a Haptic Jamming

surface and the study of how increased size and resolution affects output performance,

so although an FEM approach could ultimately produce a more accurate simulation,

a spring-mass approach provides the desired utility without requiring parallelization

onto a GPU for iterative algorithm testing or model adjustments.

1.3.5 Actuation of Tactile Displays

Actuation presents a challenge for tactile displays due to the large number of de-

grees of freedom needed to achieve a reasonable resolution of display. Steltz et al.

introduced the concept of differentiating between actuators and activators for mobile

robots [29]. Actuators do work on the environment while activators do not do any

work but rather alter the state of the device such that the actuators’ work achieves a

different result. Particle jamming, electrorheological fluids, and magnetorheological

fluids, for example, each change the state of an object by adjusting its rigidity but

none do any external work on the environment and thus would qualify as activators

rather than actuators under this paradigm. While in the case of particle jamming, an

electromagnetic actuator like a solenoid is necessary to open and close a pneumatic

valve electronically, this activation does no external work on the environment, and

advances in pressure-controlled valves [47] show promise for programmable logic in

pneumatics that could reduce the need for these actuators the same way a that shift
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register reduces the need for electronic switches. Similarly, the node pinning mech-

anisms described in the work require an electromechanical actuator for each unit,

but they perform no external work, so future work designing mechanisms with some

sort of memory could reduce the number of actuators required without reducing the

degrees of freedom of the display.

A selection of tactile displays from prior work are listed in Table 1.1 with their

corresponding details. This includes both the number of actuators and activators that

would be required to make each array in an arbitrary size of m rows by n columns,

as well as the number used in the actual implementation presented in the work.

Figure 1.4 shows a photo of each of the devices. Table 1.1 includes Haptic Jamming

for comparison. While in its current form, Haptic Jamming requires more actuators

per unit than most of the other displays as the size of the array scales, all but one

of these actuators control activators, meaning that they have the potential for major

size and cost reductions as the technology for programmable logic in pneumatics and

mechanical systems improves. In addition, an m × n array of Haptic Jamming cells

has more than the m × n degrees of freedom that the other arrays of tactile devices

afford because this methodology permits control of not only the height of each node

but also the curvature of each cell. Furthermore, the Haptic Jamming surface permits

control of the rigidity of each cell, although this characteristic is tied in part to the

shape of the surface and thus not a truly complete degree of freedom.

1.4 Dissertation Overview

This introductory chapter presented the motivation for the Haptic Jamming tactile

display and a summary of relevant prior work. Chapter 2 describes the design and

construction of Haptic Jamming surfaces and a human perception study of single cells.

Chapter 3 introduces rheological models for single cells both in pure compression and

cells supported only from the edges to mechanically characterize what a user feels

when interacting with the surface. Chapter 4 establishes a deformable body model

to predict the shape that the surface will output following any sequence of actuations

and uses this model to develop a shape control algorithm and explore possible shape
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Table 1.1: Selection of tactile displays and their corresponding actuation / activa-
tion requirements and implementation details. Images of each display are shown in
Figure 1.4.

Device Actuators Activators Implementation
Author and Year

FEELEX m× n 0 36 motorized pins
Iwata et al. 2001 [10]

Relief m× n 0 120 motorized pins
Leithinger et al. 2010 [11]

inFORM m× n 0 900 motorized pins
Follmer et al. 2013 [14]

SMA Taxel Array m× n 0 64 shape memory alloy pins
Velazquez et al. 2005 [5]

Balloon Tactile Display m× n 0 6 pressure regulators
King et al. 2008 [7]

SmartMesh 4× (m− 1) 0 unactuated, user-deformed
Mazzone et al. 2003 [22] ×(n− 1)

HoverMesh 1 m× n unactuated /
Mazzone et al. 2004 [32] 9 particle jamming cells

Formable Object 4× (m− 1) 0 CAD model, theory
Klare et al. 2013 [25] ×(n− 1)

Magnetorheological Display 0 1 user-deformed /
Liu et al. 2005 [18] 1 magnetic field generator

Electrorheological Display 0 m× n user-deformed /
Taylor et al. 1998 [17] 25 voltage-sourced switches

Jamming User Interfaces 0 1 user-deformed /
Follmer et al. 2012 [30] 1 particle jamming cell

ForceForm 0 4× (m− 1) user-deformed /
Tsimeris et al. 2013 [9] 16 electromagnets

Haptic Jamming 1 (2m− 1) 1 pressure regulator /
Stanley et al. 2013 [48] ×(2n− 1) 100 particle jamming cells +

81 pinnable nodes
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(a) Iwata et al.

(b) Leithinger et al.

(d) Velazquez et al.
(c) Follmer et al.

(e) King et al.

(f) Mazzone et al. (g) Mazzone et al.

(h) Klare et al.
(i) Liu et al.

(j) Taylor et al.

(k) Follmer et al.

(l) Tsimeris et al.

Figure 1.4: Images of the tactile displays in Table 1.1: (a) FEELEX [10]©ACM 2001,
(b) Relief [11]© ACM 2010, (c) inFORM [14]© UIST 2013, (d) SMA Taxel Array [5]
© IEEE 2005, (e) Balloon Tactile Display [7] © ASME 2008, (f) SmartMesh [22]
© IEEE 2005, g HoverMesh [32] © ACM 2004, (h) Formable Object [25] © IEEE
2013, (i) Magnetorheological Display [18] © Elsevier 2005, (j) Electrorheological
Display [17] © IEEE 1998, (k) Jamming User Interfaces [30] © ACM 2012, (l)
ForceForm [9] © ACM 2013.
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outputs. Chapter 5 describes system integration and control of a Haptic Jamming

surface. In conclusion, Chapter 6 summarizes the dissertation and discusses potential

improvements and future work.



Chapter 2

Design and Testing of a Haptic

Jamming Surface

Typically, virtual environments that provide haptic feedback apply resolved forces to

a hand-held stylus, thimble, or other handle via a series of motors for the kinesthetic

feedback. Programmable cutaneous feedback often requires additional actuators or

hardware built into the hand-held component to adjust the vibrotactile, skin defor-

mation, or other cutaneous sensations that the user feels. With this setup, however,

the user is constrained to hold onto the end effector of the device at all times and

is no longer truly free to explore the physical environment directly with his or her

own hands. Even when there is no programmed physical interaction in such a virtual

environment, the user still feels the device that he or she is holding. Furthermore,

the user is constrained to interact with the environment through a single point. In

contrast, tactile displays and shape rendering devices create programmable physical

environments with variable shape and mechanical properties for a user to explore

directly and freely. A tactile display with both controllable geometry and mechanical

properties increases the variety of scenarios that a single display can accurately rep-

resent. In addition to designing such an interface, the work in this chapter conducts

several tests to quantify its performance as a haptic device, both as measured through

force data and images and as perceived by a human user.

16
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2.1 Design and Testing of Single-Cell Units

A Haptic Jamming display uses of a hollow layer of silicone rubber filled with a

granular material (medium coarseness coffee grounds) connected to a vacuum line.

Decreasing the pressure inside the silicone below ambient pressure (i.e., vacuuming)

jams the granules together, stiffening the surface. The silicone layer is clamped over

the top of a chamber with controllable internal air pressure. In the unjammed state,

adjusting the internal pressure of the chamber causes the silicone to deform like a

balloon. Subsequently jamming a cell allows it to maintain its ballooned shape in a

stiffened state even after the chamber pressure is released. Thus, the surface geometry

of this individual cell can change independently from the mechanical properties of the

surface.

2.1.1 Manufacturing Methods and Materials

Figure 2.1 shows the two separate silicone pieces that form the overall structure of a

Haptic Jamming device. A hollow, cylindrical silicone shell with a wall thickness of

1/16 in. fits into the flat base layer of silicone, which is 1/8 in. thick around the outside

and 1/16 in. thick where the cylindrical piece fits into it. To create the molds, we

bolted together multiple layers of laser-cut acrylic plastic, which we then filled with

Ecoflex 00-30 silicone rubber (Smooth-On, Inc.). A 4-40 UNF threaded rod in the

mold holds a space in the mold for pneumatic tubing and is easily removed after the

silicone has cured. The Ecoflex silicone has a 100% Modulus of 10 psig and a 900%

elongation at break, making for an extremely flexible and resilient surface. The hollow

cylindrical shell of silicone includes a small lip on the bottom that allows more surface

area for the two pieces to glue together using Sil-Poxy silicone adhesive (Smooth-On,

Inc.). We first described this general approach in an abstract [48] using an alternate

implementation with a single silicone mold with wax negatives that melted out to

hold the space for the coffee grounds.

A short extrusion around the hole in the bottom side of the base silicone layer

allows us to fill the cell with coffee grounds via a funnel, and also provides increased

surface area for gluing the vacuum line tubing. Cells were filled to capacity but
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Figure 2.1: An empty circular silicone shell (1 inch diameter) after molding, before
(left) and after (right) gluing the two parts together with Sil-Poxy.

not to the point of bulging. The overall cell thickness is 5/16 in., chosen based on

experiences with earlier prototypes. A 1/25 in. thick polyester felt filter prevents the

vacuum line from drawing the coffee grounds out of the cell. As shown in Figure 2.2,

the base layer of silicone lays flat across a custom acrylic chamber with a hole in

the top that matches the shape and size of the cell, and a matching sheet of acrylic

clamps down over the top of it, held in place by bolts around the perimeter. Through-

wall nylon push-to-connect tubing connectors bring the vacuum line and the positive

air pressure into the chamber. We constructed individual circular cells of varying

diameters (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 3.0 in.) to test how the mechanical properties and

geometric behaviors of the cells change with size, as well as to establish size limits of

cells that were both functional and capable of being reliably manufactured by hand.

Prior particle jamming studies guided our selection of coffee grounds as the gran-

ular material to fill the cells. Most recently, Cheng et al. tested six different grains

for their jamming-enabled manipulator, including coarse coffee, fine coffee, saw dust,

diatomaceous earth, solid glass beads, and hollow glass beads [27]. Only the modu-

lus of the solid glass beads exceeded that of the coarse coffee, but the coffee’s yield

stress eclipsed that of the beads by nearly five times, possibly due to the way that

the irregular shapes of the grounds helps them to lock together under vacuum.
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Cell 2

Cell 3

Cell 4

Cell 5

Cell 1 0.5"

Figure 2.2: A single 3-inch cell with chamber pressure and cell vacuum lines. Com-
parative cell sizes tested in this study are shown at right.

2.1.2 Geometry Characterization

The purpose of the geometry characterization experiments was to evaluate how the

shape of the particle-jamming cells changed as a function of varying chamber pressure

and the vacuum state of the cell. The first experiment focused on cell shape as a

function of cell size and chamber pressure, while the second experiment evaluated

whether vacuuming the cell to increase its stiffness also changes its geometry.

For each cell, chamber pressure was initiated at 0 psig and increased in increments

of 0.06 psig. At each pressure increment, an image of the horizontal profile of the cell

shape was captured (Figure 2.3, top left). Cell 1 (the smallest size) did not show any

noticeable shape deformations at the maximum pressure of the regulator and was thus

not included in the experimental data. For each image, Matlab’s image processing

toolbox was used to threshold the image by intensity and locate the boundary of the

cell using the Sobel edge detection method. An ellipsoid was fit to each resulting

curve using an unconstrained nonlinear minimization of the sum of squared residuals

(SSR). The ellipsoid equation is given by

y(x) = k +
b

a

√
a2 − (x− h)2, (2.1)
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Figure 2.3: Effects of chamber pressure on cell geometry. (Row 1) (left) Images were
taken of each cell profile at varying chamber pressures. (r) Ellipsoid curves were fit to
points resulting from image edge detection. Ellipsoid fit yields major (a) and minor
(b) axis measurements. (Rows 2-3) Cell eccentricity (b/a) as chamber pressure is
increased. Each plot represents a different cell size.
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Figure 2.4: Effects of vacuum on cell geometry. Markers represent major (left) and mi-
nor (right) ellipsoid fit measurements across the range of chamber pressures. Markers
represent the cell states after being pressurized, then either left unvacuumed (circle)
or vacuumed (square). Vacuuming the cells has little effect on overall shape.

where h and k represent the horizontal and vertical centering terms, respectively, and

a and b represent the major and minor axes of the ellipsoid, respectively.

Figure 2.3 (top right) shows the points constituting the cell shape boundary pro-

duced from the edge detection, as well as the resulting ellipsoid fit, with coefficient

of determination (r2), and major (a) and minor (b) ellipsoid axes. The same analysis

was repeated at each pressure increment for every cell size, yielding r2 greater than

0.95 in 75% of the measurements. The remaining plots in Figure 2.3 show how the

shape of each cell changes as a function of increasing chamber pressure. Two observa-

tions can be made from these data: First, cell shape is elliptical at low pressures and

becomes increasingly circular as the chamber pressure is increased. Second, larger

cells reach a full circular shape at lower pressures than smaller cells.

Figure 2.4 illustrates how vacuuming each cell affects its shape. Both major (a)

and minor (b) axis lengths are shown as cell size and chamber pressure are varied.

Circular and square markers indicate the fit ellipse axis values when the chamber

is pressurized and subsequently after the cell is vacuumed, respectively. Vacuuming

the cell has little effect on the overall shape of the cell. The most noticeable effect
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occurs in the minor axis measurement (b), particularly in the larger cells, which

flatten mildly as they are vacuumed. Subsequent release of chamber pressure does

not affect the cell geometry, but does lower the position of the horizontal axis flush

with the acrylic surface. Any external deformation of the cell will be fixed during

vacuuming, allowing the user to mold custom shapes. However, this feature also

prohibits controllable change in configuration during user contact.

2.2 Perception of a Haptic Jamming Cell

Creating an effective tactile display and controlling it for haptic interactions requires

understanding the human perception of the physical properties it presents. We con-

ducted a set of perceptual experiments to evaluate how the levels of vacuum and

air pressure applied to our device affect the perception of size and rigidity in this

particular setup. Quantitative measures of device output (stiffness and eccentricity)

provided the basis for the reference levels and step sizes in each of the perceptual

experiments. This adds to the previous empirical characterization of device output

by measuring user perception of changes in geometry and stiffness, defined by the just

noticeable difference (JND), point of subjective equality (PSE), and corresponding

Weber Fractions (WF).

Following the manufacturing procedures described in detail above, we constructed

two 1.5-inch diameter circular-cell Haptic Jamming devices. These devices were con-

structed with the cell in the unsupported configuration, meaning that there was no

physical support directly beneath the cell itself. Rather, it was suspended from the

edges by a layer of silicone clamped between the acrylic pieces outside the cell. The

silicone cells had a 1/16-inch wall thickness and a 0.414-cubic-inch volume; each was

filled with 7 teaspoons of coarse coffee grounds, slightly more than the nominal vol-

ume of the cell in order to prevent sagging over the unsupported air chamber. We

then used the devices in a two-alternative forced choice psychophysical experiment in

order to characterize human perception of these device properties.

An elastic object’s stiffness describes its resistance to deformation when a force

is applied. The mechanical behavior of the particle jamming cells used in our work
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cannot be characterized as a pure stiffness, as the resistance also depends on defor-

mation rate, In addition, the cells are not completely elastic (plastic deformation is

possible) and the stiffness is nonlinear (although it is nearly linear for a range of

applied force). Yet, we consider stiffness (or rigidity) to be the most succinct descrip-

tion of the dominant mechanical property of a particle jamming cell. The perceived

stiffness of a particle jamming cell is likely due to the force-displacement relationship

resulting from a combination of (1) the deformation of the surface of the cell and

(2) gross movement of the cell in the direction of the applied force. Many studies

exist that quantify human stiffness discrimination capabilities (e.g. [49, 50, 51]), and

stiffness WFs have been reported ranging from 0.15 to 0.99. In our study, subjects

freely explore a physical surface with a single hand in order to determine the size of

a particle jamming cell. Thus, stereognosis (which invokes both tactile and propri-

oceptive modalities) is used to identify cell size. While there is a growing literature

on size perception of stimuli such as ours for moving single point contacts, as well as

multiple static point contacts, we have found no existing WF measurements for size

perception during free surface exploration.

2.2.1 Quantifying Device Properties

In order to accurately present rigidity (an alternate terminology for nonlinear stiff-

ness, used in the experiment prompt) and geometry/size stimuli to our subjects, we

characterized (1) the relationship between vacuum level and stiffness, and (2) the

relationship between chamber pressure and size.

To obtain the force-deflection curves for both devices, we attached an ATI Nano17

force/torque sensor (ATI, Apex, NC) to a 9.5 mm 3D-printed plastic hemisphere.

This assembly was attached to the end effector of a SensAble Phantom Premium 1.5

(SensAble Technologies, Inc., Wilmington, MA) robot, which was manually pushed

down on the cell.The end effector was positioned directly above the center of the cell

and was constrained to move only along the vertical axis. The Phantom also collected

position data along this axis as the end effector depressed the surface of the cell. A

baseline chamber pressure of 0.6 psi was maintained in order to restore cell shape
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after every trial. Each trial was performed on both devices for eleven vacuum levels

and for five times for each vacuum level.

We calculated an overall stiffness for each trial by finding the force applied at 5

mm of deflection, where the force-deflection curve was still approximately linear in

all trials. The stiffness was computed from this linear region; an average stiffness at

each vacuum level was obtained from all corresponding trials. Average stiffness was

plotted against vacuum level and fit to a power function using a least-squares cost

function. The model used was of the form

K = α1 + β1v
γ1 , (2.2)

where K is the stiffness in N/m, v is the vacuum level in in Hg, and α1, β1, and γ1

are the fit parameters. This form of model was chosen based on a visual assessment

of the plot and knowing that even at no vacuum (i.e. 0 in Hg), the cell has some

baseline stiffness, necessitating the α1 parameter. The results of this experiment are

presented in Section 2.2.3.1 and were used to select comparison and reference values

for the stiffness psychophysical experiment.

We used data collected as described in Section 2.1.2 to quantify how chamber

pressure affects geometry. In that section, we reported the geometry data as the

eccentricity a/b of the elliptical profile of the inflated cell (where a is the semi-major

axis and b is the semi-minor axis). However, this metric yields an infinite eccentricity

for an uninflated cell (when chamber pressure is 0 psi). We therefore inverted the

data and plotted pressure against 1/Eccentricity b/a in order to form a plot similar

to that obtained when evaluating stiffness, and the data was fit to a power function

using a least-squares cost function. The model used was of the form

s = α2p
β2 , (2.3)

where s is 1/Eccentricity, p is the chamber pressure in psi, and α2 and β2 are the

fit parameters. This model type was chosen based on a visual assessment of the plot

and knowing that at no pressure (i.e. 0 psi), the cell is flat and has a 1/Eccentricity

of 0. The results of this experiment are presented in Section 2.2.3.1 and were used to
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Figure 2.5: A subject interacts with the experimental apparatus. Two single-cell
devices were placed side by side and covered by a curtain. Subjects were asked to
state which device presented a larger stimulus (either rigidity or size) based on touch
alone.

select comparison and reference values for the geometry psychophysical experiment.

2.2.2 Psychophysical Experiments

2.2.2.1 Subjects

Nine healthy subjects were used to measure the JND, PSE, and WF of stiffness and

geometry for the Haptic Jamming devices. The subjects consisted of eight males and

one female; all were right handed, and their ages ranged from 21 to 28. All subjects

were considered fully trained because they all participated in an earlier pilot of the

experiment. The experiment was approved by the Stanford University Institutional

Review Board, and subjects gave informed consent.
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2.2.2.2 Rigidity (Stiffness) Perception

Each subject sat in a chair facing the apparatus, as pictured in Figure 2.5. The setup

consisted of the two unsupported, 1.5-inch cell devices placed side by side. Each

device was rigidly attached to the top of a force/torque sensor in order to record

the forces and torques applied over the course of the experiment. Both devices were

surrounded by a curtained box so that subjects could touch the devices without visual

feedback.

The two-alternative forced-choice experiment followed the method of constant

stimuli [52]. Subjects were asked to freely explore the lumps on both devices and state

which lump felt more rigid. Both devices maintained a baseline chamber pressure of

0.6 psi in order to restore shape after every trial.

In each trial, one device presented a reference stimulus value, while the other

presented a comparison stimulus value. The reference value was selected to be the

middle of possible stiffness values based on the mechanical characterization results

described in Section 2.2.3. A total of nine comparison values were selected so that four

comparison values were smaller than the reference, four were larger than the reference,

and one was equal to the reference. The extremes of the comparison values were

selected to be the smallest and largest possible stiffnesses based on the experiments

described in Section 3.2, and comparison values were equally spaced apart from the

reference value.

Each of the nine comparison values was presented ten times in random order

over the course of the experiment, and each comparison value was presented an equal

number of times on each device to avoid a bias for one device over the other. Subjects

were therefore asked to make a total of 90 stiffness comparisons. Subjects used the

dominant hand to explore the devices until a decision was made; they recorded their

responses by clicking either ‘Left’ or ‘Right,’ corresponding to which device they

thought felt more rigid, on a computer GUI. Subject responses and force/torque data

were recorded after every trial. There was no time limit for each trial, and subjects

were asked to make their best guess if the decision seemed too difficult. Subjects were

given an optional ten-minute break after after every forty-five trials.
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2.2.2.3 Geometry Perception

After completing the stiffness perception trials, subjects performed trials related to

perception of geometry (size of the ellipsoidal surface). They were asked to determine

which of the two devices felt larger, following the same procedures described in Sec-

tion 2.2.2.2. A total of nine geometry values were selected so that four comparison

values were smaller than the reference, four were larger than the reference, and one

was equal to the reference (see Section 2.2.3 for comparison values). The reference

geometry value was selected to be the mean of the geometry values corresponding to

0.2 psi and 1.5 psi (the range of values tested in the data acquired in Section 3.2).

This pressure range was chosen to correspond most closely to the curve fit in Figure

2.7 and to protect the air chamber from damage caused by too high of a pressure.

2.2.3 Results

2.2.3.1 Device Properties

The force-deflection data obtained from both devices were plotted together for all

vacuum levels (Figure 2.6). We identified a deflection of 5 mm as a location where all

the trials remained in the linear region. Based on research suggesting that stiffness is

perceived as the force applied divided by the perceived penetration [53], we divided

the force at 5 mm of deflection by 5 mm to obtain the stiffness. The average stiffness

for each vacuum level was plotted against vacuum level (Figure 2.7).

The data obtained from the stiffness and shape data collection experiments de-

scribed in Section 2.2.1 were found to satisfactorily follow the proposed model function

shapes. For the relationship between rigidity and vacuum level, the fit had an R2 value

of 0.9904, and the parameters α1, β1, and γ1 from Equation (2.2) were 121.0305 N/m,

215.0339 N/m, and 0.6269, respectively. For the relationship between 1/Eccentricity

and chamber pressure, the fit had an R2 value of 0.9908, and the parameters α2 and

β2 from Equation (2.3) were 0.6965 and 0.4837, respectively.

Reference and comparison values for the psychophysical experiments were selected

based on the curve fits. For stiffness, the reference value was chosen to be 929.9

N/m, the value halfway between the highest and lowest possible stiffnesses. The
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Figure 2.6: Force (N) plotted against deflection (mm) for all vacuum levels and
both devices. The solid lines represent data from the device used on the left during
the psychophysical experiments; the dashed lines represent data from the righthand
device.
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Figure 2.7: (Top) Stiffness (N/m) plotted against vacuum level (in Hg). Blue dots
represent individual palpation trials, the red markers represent the average for all
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plotted against chamber pressure (psi). The red markers represent data from an
individual trial, and the blue line is the power function curve fit. The R2 value for
the fit was 0.9908.
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reference value was included as one comparison value, and the other comparison

values were then chosen to be equally spaced apart (in stiffness values) from the

reference value to the extremes on either side. The comparison values used in the

stiffness psychophysical experiment were 121.0, 323.3, 525.5, 727.7, 929.9, 1132.1,

1134.3, 1536.6, and 1738.8 N/m.

For 1/Eccentricity, the reference value was chosen to be 0.584, the mean value of

the eccentricities corresponding to 0.2 and 1.5 psi. The reference value was included as

one comparison value, and the other comparison values were then chosen to be equally

spaced apart (in b/a values) from the reference value to these boundary eccentricities.

The comparison values used in the geometry psychophysical experiment were 0.320,

0.386, 0.452, 0.518, 0.584, 0.650, 0.716, 0.782, and 0.848.

2.2.3.2 Psychophysical Results

For the stiffness and size psychophysical experiments, the proportion of times each

subject responded that the comparison value was greater than the reference value

was plotted against the comparison values. A psychometric function was fit to each

plot using the psignifit MATLAB toolbox (http://bootstrap-software.org/psignifit/).

Example plots and fits for a representative subject are shown in Figure 2.8. The

toolbox reports three relevant values: the PSE, the stimulus value corresponding to

a proportion of 0.25 (J25), and the stimulus value corresponding to a proportion of

0.75 (J75). The JND is defined to be the mean of the differences between the PSE

and these two J values, or

JND =
(PSE − J25) + (J75 − PSE)

2
(2.4)

The WF is calculated using

WF =
JND

PSE
(2.5)

The results of the psychophysical experiments are summarized in Table 1. The

average WF for stiffness perception was 16.0% with a standard deviation of 7.4%, and

the average WF for size perception was 14.3% with a standard deviation of 2.6%. For
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Figure 2.8: Example psychophysical data and psychometric function fits for a rep-
resentative subject, Subject 8. (Top) The subject showed good discrimination of
stiffness. Every value greater than the reference was judged to be greater, and every
value lesser than the reference judged to be lesser, most of the time. (Bottom) The
subject was not as discriminatory for size but was still able to locate values above
and below reference most of the time..
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Table 2.1: Results from the stiffness (left) and size (right) psychophysical experiments.
For the stiffness experiment, mean peak force applied normal to the device surface
(i.e. pressing down) was reported for each subject. For the size experiment, mean
peak resultant torque in the plane of the device surface (i.e. pressing from side-to-side
to determine shape) was reported for each subject..

Rigidity (Stiffness) Perception Experiment

Subject JND (N/m) PSE (N/m) Weber Mean Peak
Fraction (%) z-Force (N)

1 231.5 1015.9 22.8 7.21
2 141.6 955.9 14.8 8.40
3 100.3 945.2 10.6 12.98
4 200.1 984.1 20.3 5.61
5 90.5 992.9 9.1 7.83
6 327.2 1263.2 25.9 5.44
7 183.2 858.4 21.4 8.17
8 162.8 998.8 16.3 10.59
9 28.0 908.5 3.0 8.97

Mean 162.74 991.42 16.03 8.36
Std. Dev. 87.63 113.22 7.40 2.36

Geometry (1/Eccentricity) Perception Experiment

Subject JND (N/m) PSE (N/m) Weber Mean Peak
Fraction (%) xy-Torque (Nm)

1 0.10 0.59 16.9 0.22
2 0.06 0.59 10.5 0.13
3 0.08 0.59 13.3 0.21
4 0.09 0.59 14.7 0.14
5 0.08 0.61 12.9 0.11
6 0.11 0.60 18.5 0.14
7 0.08 0.59 13.4 0.08
8 0.07 0.59 12.1 0.10
9 0.10 0.59 16.4 0.12

Mean 0.09 0.59 14.33 0.14
Std. Dev. 0.02 0.01 2.61 0.05
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each subject, the average peak force applied in the direction normal to the plane of the

device surface was calculated for each stiffness trial, and the average peak resultant

torque in the plane of the device surface was found for each shape trial in order to

test for correlations between any psychophysical metric (JND, PSE, or WF) and the

forces/torques applied to the devices. After linear regression, minimal correlation (R2

≤ 0.4) was found for all of these comparisons.

2.2.4 Discussion

When compared to WF values reported in other literature, the values found in our

experiments seem reasonable for both stiffness and size. Additionally, no large corre-

lation was found between forces/torques applied and subject perception (as described

in the previous section), indicating that the subjects likely did not rely on applied

forces to judge rigidity and size. This result seems promising for accurate portrayal

of desired stiffnesses and geometries in future implementation of a medical training

device, as the device may be used by people who apply different magnitudes of forces.

The psychophysical metrics calculated in this section can help optimize the designs

of jamming systems for use as haptic displays. The JND and WF contribute insight

into the ranges of stiffnesses and geometries that a device should be capable of out-

putting in order for the user to perceive a variety of tactile sensations from different

configurations. They also help approximate the actuator resolution necessary for the

device to display these ranges smoothly, as perceived by the human sense of touch.

Further psychophysical experiments could yield more information about human

perception of these devices. The mean peak forces exerted by the subjects exceeded

the maximum forces shown in Figure 2.6 because the subjects plastically deformed the

devices during each trial. The experiments shown in Figure 2.6 served to characterize

linear stiffness and so did not extend into the plastic regime. Additionally, the prop-

erties of the granular material may in fact change after repeated deformation. Future

work can attempt to characterize the effects of repeated and plastic deformation on

perception.

We also conducted these experiments using one baseline pressure for stiffness and
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no vacuum for geometry. These two properties, however, likely depend on each other,

and so human perception of these two properties will also depend on each other. In

addition, although the WF ideally remains constant for all reference values, this ideal

needs to be tested and supported by experimental data.

Modifications to the devices used in the psychophysical experiments presented in

this section could yield more accurate results. During manufacturing, we realized

that creating two completely identical devices was extremely difficult. The amount

that a cell stiffens when subjected to vacuum or balloons when subjected to pressure

depends the amount of coffee grounds within the cell, and despite use of a measuring

spoon, the granular nature of the coffee grounds made it hard to tell exactly what

volume of coffee grounds had been inserted into the cells. Additionally, the coffee

grounds have a tendency to move within the cell, meaning that multiple palpations

could present different stiffnesses (as shown by the high variability in the calculated

stiffness values in Figure 2.7. Subject chose the left device more often than the right

device (69.6% of the time, on average) in the size experiments, meaning that the

amount of coffee grounds in each cell could have differed by a significant amount or

that the compliance of the silicone could have differed. More systematic methods of

mixing silicone and inserting coffee grounds may improve system performance and

lower the JNDs.

2.3 Multi-cell Device for Variable Surface Geome-

tries

The novelty of Haptic Jamming lies largely in its ability to adjust both its mechanical

and shape properties simultaneously. An array of multiple Haptic Jamming cells

opens the door to display a variety of geometries beyond simple ellipsoids. Toward this

end, we constructed multi-cell prototypes to demonstrate the feasibility of combining

cells to display lumps of varying sizes and stiffnesses from a single surface array.
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Figure 2.9: Setup of a Haptic Jamming device. The jamming and unjamming of
individual cells to vary surface stiffness is coordinated with the pressurization of the
air cylinders to pin down nodes between cells. Subsequently increasing the chamber
pressure can then balloon the cells into a range of different geometries.

2.3.1 Four-cell Array with Air Cylinders

The Haptic Jamming approach was initially constructed as a variable lump display for

medical simulation applications. Accordingly, we selected hexagonal cells since they

are the closest to circular amongst the family of shapes that tessellate without gaps.

Similar to the individual circular cells, we molded the silicone rubber sheet out of two

separate pieces poured into custom-designed layered acrylic cutouts. Each hexagon

in this prototype measures 0.675 in. per side. In addition to the four hexagonal cells,

two 5-40 nuts are embedded in the silicone at each of the two internal nodes between

the cells. The rods of two Airpot Airpel E9 air cylinders (Airpot, Norwalk, CT)

are aligned directly below the two nodes and screw into these nuts. When the air

cylinders are not pressurized, the rods move up and down freely with the motion of

the silicone layer as it deforms. Pressurizing the top of an air cylinder forces the piston

and rod downward, effectively pinning the node to stay level with the flat surface of

the surrounding acrylic. Two washers attach to the bottom surface of the silicone

with Sil-Poxy to prevent the forces of the air cylinders from pulling the embedded

nuts through the holes for the rods in the silicone base layer.

Six of the same three-way solenoid valves are used to control each of the four

vacuum lines to the cells as well as the two pressurized lines to the air cylinders indi-

vidually. A USBDUX DAQ (Linux-USB-DAQ, Sterling, United Kingdom) toggles the
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Figure 2.10: A block diagram of the system setup. Electronic connections are shown
in dark green, positive air pressure in light blue, and vacuum in gray.

signal voltages to the bases of six 2N3904 NPN bipolar junction transistors (Fairchild

Semiconductor, San Jose, CA) to open and close the solenoid valves electronically. A

customized graphical user interface to the DAQ also sets the analog voltage signal to

the pressure regulator to control the pressure inside the main chamber. Figure 2.10

shows a block diagram describing the full system setup.

The use of the air cylinders allows the display of a number of different geometries

even before exercising the capabilities of the particle jamming technology. Pressuriz-

ing both air cylinders while the surface is inflated, for example, changes the surface

from one large lump to four separate smaller lumps. Subsequently releasing one of the

air cylinders leaves one of these small lumps alongside a larger lump from the combi-

nation of the three other cells. Vacuuming the cells in any configuration converts the

surface from soft to stiff.

Altering the order in which cells, air cylinders, and the main chamber are jammed,

unjammed, pressurized, and exhausted reveals an assortment of other forms the sur-

face can assume. For example, the sequence of jamming three of the four cells,

pressurizing both air cylinders to pin down the nodes, increasing the main chamber

pressure to balloon the unjammed cell, jamming the ballooned cell, reducing the main

chamber pressure, unjamming the other three cells, and releasing the air cylinders

results in a single stiff lump the size of one cell surrounded by soft cells, as shown in

Figure 2.11a. Figures 2.11b - 2.11d illustrate that similar processes can create indi-

vidual lumps from two, three, or all four cells, respectively, by adjusting which cells
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Figure 2.11: Top: A sample of geometry profile shapes obtainable a four-cell Haptic
Jamming array. Bottom: In all images (a-d), the chamber was pressurized, the raised
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Figure 2.12: Photos of two reels, one with a torsional spring, and a cap (top left), the
full box with all solenoids and reels assembled (top right), and a close up showing the
inner workings of the box (bottom).

are vacuumed and which air cylinders are pressurized. The graphical user interface

includes buttons to run through each of these sequences automatically, with intervals

timed to provide adequate chamber inflation and cell vacuuming.

As the experiment in Section 2.1 shows, the size and stiffness of any of these lumps

can be controlled with the internal chamber pressure and vacuum levels. Figure 2.11

illustrates a subset of the geometries the display is capable of producing, captured

using the same image analysis techniques described in Section 2.1.

2.3.2 Solenoid-Actuated Reels to Pin Nodes

The air cylinders used in the four-cell array provided a robust solution to pin the

nodes without requiring any electromechanical actuators in the actual display, but
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a number of drawbacks led us to assess alternate designs. The air cylinders greatly

increased the vertical profile of the device because, for any vertical travel of the surface

of the display, at least as much space below the surface is required to fit the rod in its

starting configuration. Second, pressurizing the top of the air cylinder pins the node

at its lowest height regardless of the height of the node before the pressurization; it

effectively acts a digital switch with no analog resolution.

To work around the height drawbacks of air cylinders and to reduce costs we

designed a set of solenoid-actuated reel systems to pin the nodes. Figure 2.12 includes

a set of photos of the solenoid reel system and Figure 2.13 shows a cross sectional

view of one part of the full device. We printed all custom parts on a Projet HD

3500 multi jet modeler (3D Systems, Rock Hill, SC). A 0.3 mm diameter nylon cable

ties onto one side of a modified aluminum binding post that screws into the other

side of the binding post that is embedded into the silicone on the bottom side of the

node. This thin cable feeds through a support structure built into the box directly

beneath the nodes and out the bottom of this structure tangent to the lower half of

one of the reels. The cable wraps around the outside of this part of the reel, and on

the inside a small torsional spring provides a small rotational tension that reels in

the cable when the chamber is depressurized. The upper half of the reel consists of

a set of 16 small teeth designed to fit the plunger of a pull-type miniature solenoid

(SOTUL01001724C–S-63-38-42K, Magnetic Sensor Systems, Van Nuys, CA) between

them. The reel and the inner end of the torsional spring slide over an axis built into

the bottom of the air chamber with a small slip-fit cap that holds the reel in place.

When the solenoid is not activated, the plunger extends into the reel between

two of the teeth, preventing it from spinning. This effectively pins the node at its

previous height. Activating the solenoid pulls the plunger from the reel, allowing it

to spin freely. If no chamber pressure is present, the torsional spring will reel the

node back to its starting height, or if the chamber is pressurized the node will rise to

its equilibrium height from the force on the underside of the silicone. The solenoid is

embedded into the wall of the box with an o-ring to prevent air leakage through the

holes for the electrical leads, and is controlled by the same transistors as the solenoid

valves.
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Figure 2.13: A cross section of the display shows the inner workings of one of the six
solenoid reel systems and some of the embedded vacuum lines.

2.3.3 Embedded Vacuum Lines

While the solenoid reel system greatly reduces the vertical profile of the node-pinning

portion of the device, it also introduces some complexities that prevented reducing

the overall vertical profile of the array. With the original prototype, tubes for the

vacuum lines entered the main chamber via through-wall push-to-connect adapters

with o-ring seals. The tubes then glued into a silicone nub that protruded from the

center of the bottom of each cell. With the rigidity of the air cylinder rods, the tubes

could bend around them to get to the through-wall connectors. With six fishing

lines hanging from the bottom of the twelve-cell array, however, this would create a

tangled mess, and the minimum bend radius of the tubing would present an issue for

a shorter device. In addition, at the highest chamber pressures the tubes can start to

poke though the surface of the display from below.

Designing around these constraints, we developed a method to embed the vacuum

lines into the bottom layer of the silicone. The cross-sectional view of the box in

Figure 2.13 helps explain the basic concepts behind our design. As with previous

designs, the silicone consisted of two separate pieces that we glued together with Sil-

Poxy silicone adhesive (Smooth-On, Inc.) after the molding process. The top piece

of silicone extends 12.7 mm beyond the outer edges of the particle jamming cells with
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a b 
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e f g 

Figure 2.14: Various stages of the silicone molding process: Empty molds for the
bottom (a) and top (b) pieces of silicone, filled molds (c, d), and the pieces removed
from the molds (e, f) with filter material and binding posts before gluing the two
pieces together (g) and filling the cells.
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small spaces connected to the side of each cell on the outer edge of the array. We filled

these small spaces with a polyester felt filter material to prevent the vacuum from

pulling the coffee out of the cell. These spaces line up with vertical channels in the

bottom piece of silicone that snap over hollow cylinder- and cone-shaped protrusions

in an elevated channel that runs along the inner edge of the box. To bottom piece of

silicone also snaps into this elevated channel to prevent air in the pressurized chamber

from leaking into the vacuum channels. Threaded brass inserts press-fit into holes in

the side of the box that connect to the box protrusions that feed the vacuum to the

cells.

Vacuuming the inner cells of the array without tubing presents an additional

challenge because these cells cannot connect directly to the outer edge of the top

piece of silicone. To work around this, we designed channels into the mold of the

bottom piece of silicone that connect the center of the inner cells to the outer edge of

the silicone from underneath. Creating this channel requires more complicated molds

with multiple 3-D printed pieces that slip-fit together, shown in Figure 2.14 along

with the resulting pieces of silicone. To prevent the silicone channel from collapsing

in upon itself when vacuumed, we fill it with polyester felt filter material.

2.3.4 Variable Geometry Output Capabilities

In addition to providing separately controllable stiffness in twelve regions across a

surface, the multi-cell array greatly increases the number of and types of geometries

the Haptic Jamming display can present. The cells can essentially act like pixels in

a tactile image; the greater the number of pixels in the image, the more complex ge-

ometries the device can display. Vacuuming any set of cells and pinning or unpinning

any nodes can all occur simultaneously and require less than a tenth of a second, so

the duration of any control sequence is essentially set by the amount of time it takes

for the pressure regulator to inflate the chamber. For example, the control sequence

of vacuuming all but four neighboring cells in a 2×2 square, unpinning the node in

the middle of those four cells, increasing the chamber pressure to balloon those four

cells upward, vacuuming those cells and un-vacuuming the others will create a rigid
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Figure 2.15: A small subset of the configurations the Haptic Jamming display can
present, including a checkerboard pattern of stiffness regions (top left) and a lump
consisting of nine neighboring cells (bottom left). If a soft surface is vacuumed while
the user is interacting with it (top right) it will hold that shape rigidly (bottom right).

four-cell lump in one region of the display surrounded by soft cells. This configuration

and others are shown in Figure 2.15.

The custom graphical user interface to control the device includes buttons to

automatically create single-cell, 2×2, and 3×3 lumps in any region of the display in

either a soft or rigid configuration. Given the capabilities of the solenoid reel system to

pin a node to prevent it from rising above any given height, longer control sequences

involving multiple levels of inflation could create even more interesting geometries

beyond single lumps. With six separate pressure adjustments at ascending levels,

each of the six nodes could be pinned at separate heights, and even more pressure

adjustments would allow a variety of inflation levels for many cells by vacuuming

them at different points in the sequence.

2.4 Conclusion

While many tactile displays exist to adjust either the physical geometry that a user

touches or the level of rigidity that the user feels, most conventional actuators prevent
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combining these two features into a single display. This chapter discussed the design of

preliminary prototypes of multi-cell particle jamming surface arrays and characterized

the performance of single cells. The psychophysical experiments added to the previous

empirical characterization of device output by measuring user perception of changes

in geometry and stiffness, defined by the just noticeable difference (JND), point of

subjective equality (PSE), and corresponding Weber Fractions (WF). More thorough

characterization of human perception of a Haptic Jamming display can be performed.

In particular, we are interested in gauging the feasibility of using the device in medical

simulation as a training tool for palpation tasks or other procedures that require a

clinician to rely upon his or her sense of touch to make a diagnosis. For example,

a Haptic Jamming display could alter its state to represent a variety of tissue types

with embedded lumps of varying compliance to simulate tumors or fluid-filled cysts.

Adding a membrane over the surface of the display could be appropriate for displaying

lumps embedded within tissue



Chapter 3

Mechanical Modeling of Particle

Jamming Displays

Even without the complexities of a pressurized chamber and node pinning mecha-

nisms, particle jamming alone can create a compelling haptic interface [30]. In medical

training, for example, a single sheet of jamming material with adjustable mechanical

properties could be used to simulate different types of biological tissue covering other

anatomical features in a palpation task. Despite the relatively low spacial resolution,

clinician advisors suggest that even a single particle jamming cell could provide a

valuable dynamic aspect to the simulation environment. In this chapter, we aim to

develop a model that can predict the forces a user would feel while interacting with

a particle jamming display in a given configuration, as well as provide controllable

parameters that a designer can tune to create a system capable of exhibiting any of

an achievable set of desired physical properties.

The physics literature, as explained in Section 1.3.3, provides detailed models

of the force characteristics of particle jamming systems from a microscopic level as

a sum of discrete forces, geometries, and probability distribution characteristics of

individual particles, which have proven paramount in understanding the nature of

granular jammed systems. However, characterizing such detail (down to the level of

individual particles) remains infeasible for most real systems, and many applications

would benefit from more macroscopic models. Some previous work does include

45
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experiments to measure specific bulk properties of various particle jamming materials,

such as the strength-to-weight ratio and absolute strength [27] as well as the particle

hardness and bending stiffness [28]. In this work, we develop rheological models

that more generally describe the force-displacement characteristics of jamming haptic

displays and the effects of vacuum level. While we sought to derive as much of our

modeling as possible directly from the principles described in the physics literature, we

follow a more phenomenological approach, explaining our data in a manner consistent

with the fundamental theory when not derived directly from the theory. As a result,

some characteristics of these models are specific to the experimental setup and may

vary for other jamming materials and configurations.

3.1 Methods and Setup

Because existing models of particle jamming [27][35][38][39][40] predominantly use

compression tests as a baseline, we started with a set of compression tests to build our

rheological models. Given our interest in human interaction forces, we designed our

setup to closely match the configuration of a Haptic Jamming device as a user might

feel it with his or her finger. We built a set of individual circular particle jamming

cells consisting of a hollow cylindrical shell of silicone rubber (Ecolflex 00-30, Smooth-

On, Inc., Easton, PA) filled with coffee grounds. A tube to the vacuum supply glues

into the bottom of the cell and the entire cell clamps over an air pressure-regulated

chamber. Removable acrylic pieces, each with a circular cutout of a different diameter,

can be switched out from underneath the cells to change between configurations in

which a cell is either rigidly supported from below by the acrylic or unsupported for

the diameter of the cell. We describe the manufacturing of these individual cells and

their setup in much greater detail in [48]. We collected data during the compression

tests by attaching an force/torque sensor (Nano 17, ATI, Apex, NC) to the end

effector of a Phantom Premium (Sensable Technologies, Inc., Wilmington, MA) with

a 3-D printed 9.5 mm diameter hemispherical attachment affixed to the other side of

the force sensor (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: Experimental setup used to collect force-displacement data.
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Figure 3.2: Raw data from one sample of the ten compression trials from each of six
of the eleven vacuum levels tested, with conversions to stress and strain. Rebounds
are shown dotted.

3.2 Supported Compression Model

3.2.1 Formulating Model Framework

For each of eleven vacuum levels ranging from 0-25 inHg, where 29.9 inHg is a complete

vacuum, we recorded compression and rebound data for ten palpations per level with

the cell supported from below. Figure 3.2 shows the raw data from one sample trial

each for six of the vacuum levels. We chose inches of mercury (inHg) as the units

for vacuum in place of the metric millibars because all of the instrumentation of our

setup used inHg to measure vacuum.
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A number of key features stand out immediately upon examination of these

force-deflection curves. First, there are significant hysteretic and visco-plastic ef-

fects present in each of the curves; the forces recorded during the compression are

much greater than those recorded during the rebound for any given displacement.

This indicates that the system absorbs energy during each cycle. Thus the mechan-

ical model must include damping or friction. Second, the data indicate permanent

deformation of the cell from a compression test because the deflection never returns

to zero, even when all force has been removed. This deformation is also visually evi-

dent from inspecting a cell after a compression test. In biological tissue modeling, the

term stress relaxation describes a decrease in stress toward a steady-state value for a

material in constant strain; when building a rheological model of springs and dash-

pots for such a system, stress relaxation requires a dashpot in series with a spring,

known as the Maxwell viscoelastic model [54]. This model and our notation for the

equations governing it are shown in Figure 3.3.

Additionally, while not immediately obvious from visual inspection of the force-

deflection curves, the data indicate nonlinearity in the mechanical model; the stiffness

shows dependence on the compression depth. Before external compression loads are

applied, the force chains of particles in a jammed system act like sets of springs in

series because each particle can deform elastically until the applied force overcomes

the static friction between the particles in the least stable chains, as described in

Section 1.3.3. At this point these particles slide against one another and rearrange to

form shorter, more stable force chains. With fewer particles in each force chain, the

effective stiffness of the system actually increases with increasing compression depth

such that the elastic force of the granules, Fe, follows the relation

Fe = kgrx1
n, (3.1)

where kgr is the stiffness constant of the granular material, x1 is the elastic com-

ponent of the compression depth, and n is greater than one. A brute-force-search

optimization, using the modeling techniques described later in this section, fit a value

of n = 1.998. For modeling simplicity and to account for noise in the data we rounded
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Figure 3.3: We propose non-linear versions of the Maxwell and Zener models to fit
the behaviors of jammed granules in compression and of an unsupported jammed cell,
respectively.
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this to n = 2, such that effective stiffness increases linearly with compression depth.

From a microscopic perspective, a jammed system under compression shifts back

and forth between elastic compression and plastic rearrangement of sliding particles

with each shortening force chain. However, from a macroscopic perspective, vari-

ous unstable force chains are rearranging constantly as the deflection increases with

the applied load while more stable chains maintain the load, resulting in a relatively

continuous friction force from the rearranging chains combined with a relatively con-

tinuous elastic deformation force from the more stable chains. If the particles were

infinitesimally small, a truly continuous force would result from the compression, but

for coarser granules like the coffee grounds used in our experiments the small dis-

continuities are not always obscured by the scale of the larger effects. These create

low-magnitude, high-frequency accelerations that, while essentially inseparable from

sensor noise in data, could manifest in human perception. Users of our haptic displays

who palpate to significant depths often comment on the salience of the underlying

sensation of the granules shifting against one another.

The individual friction forces between particles are traditionally modeled by a

constant-force Coulomb friction rather than linear damping. However, the friction

force at the macroscopic level consists of a combination of several force chains rear-

ranging and sliding against each other as plastic deformation of the system occurs [55].

From a macroscopic perspective, a linear damping model provides a better fit for the

sum of the friction forces. For our modified Maxwell model of a non-linear spring

in series with a dashpot, the external force applied is equal to both the force in the

spring and the force in the damper such that

F = kgrx1
2 = bgrẋ2, (3.2)

where x1 refers to the displacement of the spring below its natural length and x2

refers to the displacement of the dashpot below its starting length and

x = x1 + x2, (3.3)

such that the total displacement of the system is the sum of the displacement of each
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component in series. Figure 3.3 illustrates this system and its notations.

3.2.2 Parameter Fitting and Results

To fit the parameters kgr and bgr to a given set of compression data requires some ma-

nipulation because the total force and total deflection data do not explicitly describe

x1 and x2 without knowing the model parameters first. Given the initial conditions

of starting with zero force and zero displacement, we can manipulate Equations 3.2

and 3.3 into the form

x =

√
F

kgr
+

1

bgr

∫
Fdt, (3.4)

so that x is now an independent function of F and the modeling parameters. Since

x and F are both time-histories, we can represent Equation 3.4 in matrix form as an

over-constrained system




x(0)

x(1)
...

x(n)




︸ ︷︷ ︸
X

=




√
F (0)

∫
Fdt(0)√

F (1)
∫
Fdt(1)

...
...√

F (n)
∫
Fdt(n)




︸ ︷︷ ︸
F

[√
1/kgr

1/bgr

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
C

(3.5)

and (F TF )
−1
F TX provides the least squares solution for C. Rearranging the two

components of C provides the least squares fits for the modeling parameters kgr and

bgr for an individual compression test.

We calculated the fits of these parameters for each of the ten trials at each of the

eleven vacuum levels, increasing the spacing between vacuum levels at higher values

because the variance between trials increased noticeably with increasing vacuum.

Box plots of these parameters are shown in Figure 3.4 with a weighted linear fit. The

inverse of the variance at each vacuum level was used to weight the least squares fit

[56]. As we would expect, the stiffness and damping coefficients increase with higher

vacuum levels as the system becomes more jammed.

To quantitatively assess our model, we can evaluate Equation 3.4 with the force
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Figure 3.4: Box plots of the fit parameters for supported cells. Each box includes the
ten trials at that vacuum level, where the box edges mark the 25th-75th percentile
with a line through the median, whiskers mark all data not considered outliers, and
x’s denote outliers. A star marks the mean and extreme outliers are clipped to the
black dotted line. A linear regression with inverse-variance weighting is also shown.
Mean strain rates in trials ranged from 0.003 to 0.022 m/s.
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time-history data and the fit parameters for each compression trial and compare these

modeled displacements with the actual displacement time-histories. Furthermore, for

an even more comprehensive evaluation of the model to demonstrate that its inverse

also holds, we can manipulate Equation 3.4 into the form

Ḟ = 2(ẋ− F

bgr
)
√
kgrF . (3.6)

This allows use of the displacement time-history data and the fit parameters to nu-

merically integrate for a modeled time-history of the resulting force. Figure 3.5 shows

the results of both the force and displacement models for each of the sample trials

shown in Figure 3.2. These plots suggest that the model fits fairly well when any

vacuum, regardless of how small, is applied to the system to jam it, but that the

model is not as accurate for the unjammed system when no vacuum is applied.

To quantitatively support this suggestion, we calculate two error metrics each for

both the displacement modeled from the force, xmodel, and the force modeled from

the displacement, Fmodel. For each compression trial, eavg denotes the average error

across all time-steps and eprop denotes the error at each time-step as a proportion of

the actual value at that time-step, averaged across all time-steps. Time-steps with

actual forces and displacements of less than 0.5 N or 0.0001 m, respectively, were

removed from the proportional error calculations to avoid exceedingly large errors

from the division by very small values in the first and last few time-steps.

The mean eavg across all trials at all vacuum levels was calculated as 2.87×10−4m

for the xmodel data and 1.41N for the Fmodel data. The mean error metrics at each

individual vacuum level are shown in Figure 3.6. Removing the 1.21 × 10−3m eavg

and 2.00N eavg at zero vacuum leaves 1.95× 10−4m eavg and 1.36N eavg for all xmodel

and Fmodel data, respectively, when any vacuum was applied to jam the system.

Similarly, the mean eprop across all trials at all vacuum levels was calculated as 5.38%

for the xmodel data and 19.05% for the Fmodel data. Removing the 15.36% eprop and

33.03% eprop at zero vacuum leaves 4.38% eprop and 17.65% eprop for all xmodel and

Fmodel data, respectively, when any vacuum was applied to jam the system. The eprop

errors are significantly higher for the Fmodel data than for the xmodel because the cost
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Figure 3.6: Mean eavg (the average error across all time-steps in a trial) and eprop (the
error at each time-step as a proportion of the actual value at that time-step, averaged
across all time-steps) at each vacuum level tested for the displacement modeled from
the force data and vice versa for the supported cell compressions. Error bars indicate
one standard deviation from the mean.

function we used to fit the model parameters minimized error in xmodel. The time-

dependent nature of Equation 3.6 prevents us from fitting parameters that minimize

error in Fmodel. Because we cannot explicitly measure x2, the data collected from

these experiments does not guarantee that the models will fit for any data outside of

the range of strain rates that we tested. The mean strain rates of trials ranged from

0.003 to 0.022 m/s, with local minimum and maximum strain rates within trials, after

smoothing to account for noise from differentiation, ranging from 0.001 to 0.038 m/s.

While more complex models might better describe the data, the relatively simple

lumped parameter model chosen here fits sufficiently well, even without a controlled

strain rate, that we did not consider adding more parameters or using quasilinear

viscoelastic models.

3.3 Unsupported Cell Model

While less relevant to the physics literature and previous models of jamming than the

supported cell models, unsupported cell models provide more pertinent insight into

the forces a user will experience while exploring a multi-cell array. In order for the
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array to functionally shift between various shape outputs pneumatically, the array

must be suspended over a pressurized air chamber held by the silicone, similar to the

set up for the unsupported cells in these tests. We performed two sets of palpations

on three unsupported circular cells with diameters of 1, 1.5, and 2 inches (25.4, 38.1

and 50.8 mm). For each cell diameter in each set we conducted five trials at each of

the same eleven levels of vacuum that we used in the supported compression tests.

In the first of the two sets we controlled palpation location and direction but not the

palpation depth. The raw data for the 1-inch diameter cell is shown in Figure 3.7.

As with the supported compression tests, the data show that the cell becomes more

rigid with increasing vacuum level as the particles jam.

Another noticeable characteristic of these data is that at high vacuum levels,

in trials in which we palpated to sufficient depth, the compression portion of each

curve seems to include distinct segments. Visual inspection of the cell during these

palpations helps elucidate the physical phenomena behind each of these separate

segments, as we illustrate in Figure 3.8. The cell starts as a thin cylindrical disk,

supported only by the silicone at its edges being clamped between two layers of acrylic.

A cross-sectional slice of the cell closely matches the model of a beam supported by

pin joints at the ends with a downward load applied at the center. Hooke’s law tells

us that for a beam bending in this configuration the deflection x at the center relates

to the force F applied by the following equation

F =
4ab3E

d3
x, (3.7)

where d is the length of the beam, a and b are cross sectional dimensions, and E is the

Young’s modulus of the material, so the system looks like a linear spring where the

coefficients of x are the effective stiffness. However, this relation only applies for elastic

deformation and the jammed granular material also exhibits plastic deformation as

the particles slide against each other in the cell. Unlike the normal deformation of the

supported cell, the deformation of an unsupported cell occurs primarily in shear, so

instead of force chains rearranging to increase the stiffness with depth, the effective

stiffness from the bending cell remains constant until yield, modeled by a linear spring.
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Figure 3.7: Raw data from from the first set of palpations to varying depths in which
the cell was not supported from below.

Before yielding, the cell’s granules rearrange within it for some plastic deformation

but the overall integrity of the disk shape is maintained, as shown in Figure 3.8c. Once

the cell reaches its yield stress, the force-deflection curve levels out significantly and

the disk collapses, as shown in Figure 3.8d. After this point, any further increases

in force come from the stretching of the layers of silicone on the top and bottom of

the cell, which explains why the slopes at the ends of the curves are all the same

regardless of vacuum level. We model the silicone as a set of springs connecting the

edges of the cell to the center. As the center point moves down with the displacement
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x, the angle of the orientation of the springs relative to the horizontal, θ is defined as

θ = arctan
x

r
. (3.8)

Thus, the springs stretch a distance δ defined by

δ =
x

sin θ
− r, (3.9)

where r is the radius of the cell. In addition to the silicone stretching a greater

distance relative to the displacement for smaller cells, the silicone also has a larger

effective stiffness, ksi, in these cells, proportional to the inverse of r, because the spring

is shorter. To verify these relationships we performed sets of ten palpations on an

empty cell of each size, and using a stiffness of 10/r N/m the data fit the equations

with an average r2 value of 0.946.

Including the effects of the silicone adds a non-linear spring in parallel with the

spring and dashpot series of the jammed granular material. The overall resulting

configuration of a spring in parallel with a spring and dashpot in series is known as a

Zener model, except that the effective spring of the silicone is non-linear and the cell

yields at high levels of vacuum and deflection.

3.3.1 Parameter Fitting and Results

We can subtract the forces of the silicone from the total measured forces to fit param-

eters to the spring and dashpot of the jammed material, but to use the least squares

methods described in Equations 3.4 and 5.5 we also needed to collect a second set

of data in which the palpations were controlled to stop at a depth of 7.5 mm, before

any of the cells had reached total yield. The raw data from this second set and their

fit parameters are shown in Figure 3.9.

We used the same error metrics to evaluate the unsupported cell model as we

used for the supported cell compression tests. The mean eavg across all trials at all

vacuum levels and cell diameters was calculated as 1.78× 10−4m for the xmodel data

and 0.146N for the Fmodel data. The mean eprop across all trials at all vacuum levels
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(a) Before Palpation (b) Cell Bending

(c) Plastic Deformation

r + δ
xϴ 

r

(d) Total Yield

Figure 3.8: For deep palpations without support beneath the cell, the cell undergoes
multiple stages of deformation that manifest themselves in the force-deflection curves.
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Figure 3.9: Raw data from palpations with controlled depth in which the cell was not
supported from below, and parameter fits to the spring and dashpot in series portion
of the Zener model.

was calculated as 3.62% for the xmodel data and 5.56% for the Fmodel data. The mean

error metrics at each individual vacuum level for each of the three cells are shown

in Figure 3.10. Overall these models fit the data slightly better than the supported

compression models, and the data also did not show as large of a deviation for zero

vacuum in the unsupported cell models.

As shown in Figure 3.9, the stiffness and damping coefficients of the model param-

eters depend not only on the vacuum level applied but also the diameter of the cell.

Thus, an array capable of combining different numbers of cells into regions and lumps

of varying sizes both improves the geometric display variability and also broadens the

spectrum of achievable mechanical properties.
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Figure 3.10: Mean eavg and eprop at each vacuum level and cell diameter tested for
the displacement modeled from the force data and vice versa for the unsupported cell
palpations.

3.4 Conclusion

Representing a virtual environment accurately requires a precise physical character-

ization of the display so that the computer controlling the display can accurately

render the environment in the physical world. Toward this end, this chapter devel-

oped rheological models to physically describe particle jamming systems in different

configurations from a more macroscopic view than the models typically found in the

physics literature for granular materials.

Future studies evaluating the effect of material type, material thickness, and mul-

tiple contact points or interaction along the continuous surface on the parameters in

these rheological models would prove useful for providing a broader database of all

possible systems that could be simulated. Given such a database, a designer aiming

to simulate a specific environment could first build a device from the materials and

thicknesses best fit to cover the spectrum of stiffnesses and damping characteristics

of the environment and then adjust the vacuum level in real time to further tune the

parameters in different parts of the environment. For example, many soft tissues are

modeled by Zener or Maxwell models [54], so jamming displays could provide a useful

tool in medical simulation to present various types of tissue interactions.



Chapter 4

Shape Formation Using

Deformable Body Modeling

Creating a dynamic tangible interface capable of physically rendering the broad range

of objects or scenes that a GUI can visually render remains a challenge, with sev-

eral implementations proposed by researchers. One inherent advantage of the Haptic

Jamming methodology for displaying programmable surfaces over pin arrays or rigid

mechanisms more commonly used for dynamic shape output displays is that its flex-

ible, continuous surface can create a more natural feel for organic objects or medical

simulation, rather than sharp, pixelated features. However, the use of a non-rigid

structure as a basis for the dynamic surface creates challenges for modeling and con-

trol of its configuration. While previous chapters characterized the shape of balloon-

ing single cells and the mechanical properties of the force-displacement interactions

that human users experience, the exact sequence of cell jamming, node pinning, and

chamber pressurization that results in a desired surface configuration is unknown.

Section 4.1 develops a framework to simulate the flexible body dynamics of a

Haptic Jamming surface and all of its possible input actuations. Section 4.2 fits

mass and stiffness parameters from the model to a 12-cell prototype by recording

surface heights during separate sequences of chamber pressurization with the cells

unjammed and jammed, and uses a depth camera to validate that the model holds

for various actuation sequences. Based on the insights gained from this dynamic

63
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.1: This chapter develops methods to convert objects from a 3-D model (a)
into a z-buffered image (b) that a Haptic Jamming tactile display (c) can render.
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modeling, Section 4.3 proposes an algorithm to control the shape output by arrays of

arbitrary dimensions. In conjunction with the simulator from Section 4.1, this shape

control algorithm can validate the capabilities of a Haptic Jamming surface to match

desired shape configurations, ranging from topographical maps to computer-aided

design (CAD) models of three-dimensional objects like the one shown in Figure 4.1.

A correlation coefficient evaluates how well the output matches the desired input

shape, and the results in Section 4.3 elucidate the characteristics that make a desired

surface configuration achievable.

4.1 Deformable Modeling of Haptic Jamming

Control of the shape of a Haptic Jamming display requires a model of the behavior of

the surface and its response to all possible actuation inputs. Previous shape models

were limited to a single cell ballooning from pressurization without any cell jamming

or node pinning [48]. To understand the shape-output characteristics of a multi-

cell array requires a significantly more complicated model to include the effects of

interactions between neighboring cells of varying rigidity, pinning the nodes between

cells, and different combinations of orders of operations.

4.1.1 Spring-Mass Model of an Array

We model the surface as a deformable body using a spring-mass model, similar to

those described in [42], such that it consists of an array of point masses connected

by spring-dampers. We implemented the dynamic model in C++ using the CHAI3d

libraries [57] as a wrapper for OpenGL to allow visualization of the surface and to

permit force interactions via commercial kinesthetic haptic interfaces. A screen shot

of a sample 3×4 array is shown in Figure 4.2. The fixed boundaries of the array are

marked by red points, interiors of cells are marked by blue points, pinnable nodes are

marked by yellow points, and borders between cells are marked by green points. Cells

in a jammed state have a slightly darker shade, similar to how cells in the real array

become darker as the air is vacuumed out of them, packing the granules together more
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Cell Interior 

Fixed Array 
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Figure 4.2: A screen shot from a 3×4-cell version of the simulator used to model the
dynamics of a particle jamming tactile display with point masses and spring-dampers.
Cell interior point masses also include a torsional spring (not shown) along each of
the two axes as explained in Section 4.1.3.

densely. We chose a grid mesh over the standard triangle and T-2 meshes for easy

scaling of the array size. This allows us to include any number of rows and columns

of cells and any number of point masses per cell edge. Additionally, the grid mesh

facilitates ensuring that all boundary points are equally connected to neighboring

cells, which is particularly important for the nodes at the corners of cells which can

be pinned at any height. Furthermore, a grid mesh enables the methods that we

developed to model chamber pressurization and particle jamming of individual cells

described in Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3, respectively. Based on the 3×4 square-cell array

developed in [58], we set up our simulation framework to use square cells; their size

and quantity can easily be adjusted by changing constants in the simulation.
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For a spring connecting point A to point B, the spring force acting on point B is

~F
B/A

s = −k
(∥∥∥~rB/A

∥∥∥− leq
)

r̂B/A, (4.1)

where ~rB/A is the position vector to point B from point A, leq is the equilibrium length

of the spring, k is the spring stiffness, and r̂B/A is a unit vector in the direction of ~rB/A.

The spring force acting on point A, ~F
A/B

s , is simply −~FB/A

s . For the corresponding

damper with linear damping coefficient b, the damping force acting on point B is

~F
B/A

d = −b(~vB/A · r̂B/A)r̂B/A, (4.2)

where ~vB/A is the velocity of point B relative to point A, and its dot product with

r̂B/A gives the component of that relative velocity that is along the axis of the spring-

damper. Iterating through all of the spring-dampers in the system and adding gravity

to each point allows the acceleration of each point to be calculated as the sum of the

forces acting on it divided by its mass.

To avoid the complexity of calculating and reevaluating intermediate states, an

explicit Euler integration scheme updates the velocities and positions of the non-fixed

points based on the calculated acceleration values. Fixed points are held in place by

simply not updating their positions after the integration in each time step. The points

on the edge of the array are always fixed, and the pinnable nodes at the corners of

cells can be toggled between fixed and not fixed to pin a node at its current height.

4.1.2 Air Chamber Pressurization

To simulate the effects of pressurizing the air chamber beneath the surface, we apply

an outward force to each point mass proportional to the gauge pressure at that time

step. Because there is no implicit function defining the surface, we estimate the

normal vector at each point using the locations of the points surrounding it. One

example of modeling pressurization in thin membranes [59] uses the weighted average

of the normal to each plane around a vertex in a triangular mesh; for a grid mesh

this method would add several additional computations for each point.
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Figure 4.3: The surface normal at point i can be approximated by normalizing the
cross product of the vectors connecting its neighbors along each axis of the mesh as
explained in Equation (4.3).

To work around this, we define the surface normal at a point as

n̂i =
~rR/L ×~rA/B∥∥∥~rR/L ×~rA/B

∥∥∥
, (4.3)

where ~rR/L is the vector to the point to the right of point i from the point to its

left, and ~rA/B is the vector to the point above it in the mesh from the point below

it. Figure 4.3 illustrates this concept for estimating the surface normal. Taking the

cross product of ~rR/L and ~rA/B in this order ensures that the resulting vector will be

pointing outward from the surface, regardless of whether those points create a local

profile that is convex or concave. The resulting force from the chamber pressure on

each point

~F
i

P = (PgaugeAspp)n̂i (4.4)

proportional to the gauge pressure, Pgauge, and the average surface area per point, Aspp

can then be added into the summation of forces before calculating the acceleration in

each time step of the integrator.
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4.1.3 Simulation of Particle Jamming with Torsional Springs

Unlike node pinning and chamber pressurization, the forces associated with jamming

of individual cells do not have an existing modeling framework that fits a spring-mass

simulation. When no vacuum is applied to a cell, the granular material inside can flow

freely, so the flexible membrane surrounding it primarily dictates the forces associated

with any deformations. Given the elasticity of the silicone used in a Haptic Jamming

device, the spring-mass model described above characterizes an unjammed cell fairly

well. Previous research [58] developed spring-damper models to describe the force-

displacement characteristics of particle jamming cells in compression, showing how

the stiffness and damping parameters increase at higher levels of applied vacuum.

This result would at first suggest one could model jamming in a spring-mass model

by simply increasing the stiffness and damping parameters in each spring-damper

within a jammed cell. However, the rheological models developed in [58] describe

point compressions and do not define overall shape deformations at various levels of

jamming, which involves some level of compliance as the surface can take on and hold

new forms.

Beyond the issue of “stiff integrators” reported in [42], the method of increasing

the spring stiffness fails to describe the behavior of a particle jamming system for more

fundamental reasons. The application of a vacuum to a particle jamming cell causes

the cell to become rigid in its current configuration, whatever that configuration may

be. An increase in the stiffness of all of the springs in one cell of the surface simulation

would increase the forces trying to hold that cell flat, which could accurately simulate

a cell that was jammed while it was flat but would not model a cell jammed in any

other configuration.

To simulate the rigidity of a jammed cell without creating an underlying three-

dimensional volumetric structure of point masses requires a torsional stiffness that

maintains the angles between points. To define a torsional spring at a point mass

along one axis of the mesh involves that point, pi, as well as the points immediately

preceding and following it, which we denote pA and pB. Given these three points, we

can define the vectors from pi to pA and pB as ~rA/i and ~rB/i, respectively. We can
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then calculate the angle θ between these two vectors

θ = acos


 ~rA/i ·~rB/i∥∥∥~rA/i

∥∥∥
∥∥∥~rB/i

∥∥∥


 (4.5)

as the arccosine of their dot product divided by their magnitudes. By this definition,

the possible values of θ between the vectors in 3D space are limited to range from

0 to π. This and the following vector operations are illustrated in Figure 4.4. Each

torsional spring has an associated equilibrium angle, θeq, that we initialize to π for all

of the torsional springs in our flat mesh grid. When disturbed from its equilibrium

angle, the torsional spring will apply forces to the points to push them back toward

equilibrium angle such that the magnitude, τ , of the resulting torque is proportional

to this deviation from equilibrium and the torsional stiffness, kt of the spring

τ = −kt(θ − θeq). (4.6)

An intermediary unit vector

τ̂ =
~rA/i ×~rB/i∥∥∥~rA/i
∥∥∥
∥∥∥~rB/i

∥∥∥ sin(θ)
(4.7)

normal to the plane created by the three points is necessary to calculate the forces

on each point. The resulting forces on points A and B are calculated by rearranging

the fundamental ~τ = ~r× ~F relationship, where ~τ = τ τ̂ , so that the equations

~F
A

t = τ
~rA/i × τ̂∥∥∥~rA/i

∥∥∥
and ~F

B

t = τ
τ̂ ×~rB/i∥∥∥~rB/i

∥∥∥
(4.8)

guarantee that the force vectors, ~F
A

t and ~F
B

t will lie in the plane created by the three

points and normal to each point’s respective position vectors from point i. Finally,

to ensure that the torsional spring applies only a net torque to the simulation with
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Figure 4.4: We use three points to define a torsional spring along one axis of a
grid mesh in a spring-mass model, shown here with an equilibrium angle of π. The
resulting force vectors are defined in Equations (4.5)-(4.9).

no net force, a resultant force

~F
i

t = −(~F
A

t + ~F
B

t ) (4.9)

equal and opposite to the sum of the forces applied to points A and B must be applied

to point i. Like the pressure forces in Equation 4.4, these forces are all added into

the summation before integrating the accelerations in each time step.

Points on the interior of cells, shown in blue in Figure 4.2, have two torsional

springs each, one along each axis of the mesh. We group the torsional springs by cell

to facilitate jamming of individual cells in the simulation. The framework for modeling

these torsional springs also provides a method to account for the compliant nature of

granular material-filled cells, where cells become less compliant as the vacuum level

increases. We model this cell compliance, cc as the rate at which the equilibrium

angles of its torsional springs change in each time step t

θteq = θt−1eq + cc(θ
t − θt−1eq ) (4.10)

such that they move progressively towards their current angles in each time step.

Thus, the stiffness and compliance coefficients in a torsional spring act as a spring

and damper in series with adjustable parameters, or a Maxwell model, as developed
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in [58] to describe a jammed cell in compression. The linear springs from the silicone

stiffness act as a spring in parallel to the Maxwell model, resulting in the Zener model

developed to describe an unsupported cell. When a cell is in its unjammed state, all

of its torsional springs have their stiffness, kt, set to zero and their compliance, cc, set

to one. To jam a cell, the torsional stiffness is increased and the compliance decreased

to form a more rigid body in its current configuration.

4.2 Experimental Validation

To validate that our deformable body modeling methods accurately simulate a real

Haptic Jamming surface, we built a 3×4-cell array. The design and construction are

similar to the device developed in [58] but with slightly larger 38 mm cell widths to

allow more accurate surface capture by a Kinect v2 (Microsoft Corporation) depth

camera mounted 600 mm above the surface. At this range, the Kinect depth sensor

has a resolution of 1 mm and an accuracy of 2-4 mm [60], and we interpolate the last

ten frames before each measurement in an attempt to minimize the sensor noise. We

use this published accuracy as the benchmark for the performance of our model.

4.2.1 Parameter Fitting

In order to validate the model with the 12-cell array, we first fit its parameters. Since

the primary goal of this work is to model and control the static shape output of

the surface, we focus here on methods to fit the mass, normal spring stiffness, and

torsional spring stiffness parameters to the device. We used two tests, an unjammed

and a jammed incremental pressurization, to fit these three parameters. The first

test (the unjammed pressurization test) involves starting the surface in its unjammed

and unpinned state and incrementally increasing the air pressure beneath the surface

from 0 kPa to 2.41 kPa while recording the surface state with the Kinect at each

increment. We conducted five separate trials of this test as shown in Figure 4.5.

In this unjammed pressurization test, the heights start negative with low chamber

pressure because the weight of the surface causes it to sag below its unstretched flat
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Figure 4.5: Surface heights during sequential pressure increases in the device with all
cells unjammed and all nodes unpinned provide the data necessary to fit the mass
and normal stiffness parameters in the dynamic model. Pressure increases with the
cells jammed in a flat configuration provide the surface height data to fit the torsional
stiffness parameters.
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Algorithm 1 Modified Bisection Method

1: lastStepDirection← increasing
2: while step > minStepSize do
3: if fit(stiffness + step) > fit(stiffness - step) then
4: stiffness← stiffness + step
5: stepDirection← increasing
6: else
7: stiffness← stiffness− step
8: stepDirection← decreasing

9: if stepDirection 6= lastStepDirection then
10: step← step/2

11: lastStepDirection← stepDirection

configuration. Once the force from the air pressure matches the force from gravity,

the surface flattens. We use the average zero-crossing pressure (0.301 kPa) multiplied

by the flat area of the surface in square meters (0.0174 m2 for our 12-cell array)

divided by gravity to calculate the effective mass parameter for the simulation (0.55

kg). With the mass parameter known, we simulate the unjammed pressurization

test with a variety of normal spring stiffnesses. Plotting the center heights of the

surfaces from these simulations at each incremental pressure shows a curve with a

similar shape to the experimental data that either flattens out as the normal spring

stiffness increases or steepens as the stiffness decreases. We use a modified version

of the bisection method, described in Algorithm 1, to find the value of the normal

springs’ stiffness that best fits the data according to the coefficient of determination

(r2) value. Because increasing the spring stiffness monotonically flattens the curve,

this method does not suffer from dependencies on the initial guess or finding local

rather than absolute extrema. For our device, a normal spring stiffness of 64.5 N/m

fit the data with an r2 value of 0.99.

After setting the value of the normal spring stiffness parameter, we conduct the

second test (the jammed pressurization test) to find the value of the torsional spring

stiffness parameter. In this test we first pressurize the chamber beneath the unjammed

surface until it levels out and then jam all of its cells in that flat state. From this state,

we then remove the underlying pressure before recording the jammed surface heights
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Figure 4.6: From its starting configuration through a series of sequences involving
pinning selective nodes, jamming selective cells, and increasing chamber pressure, the
model continuously fits the output shape of the actual device within the measurement
accuracy of the depth camera.

with chamber pressures incrementing from 0 kPa to 3.45 kPa. As with the unjammed

inflation test, we use Algorithm 1 to adjust the value for the torsional spring stiffness

parameter in the simulation until we find the best fit to the experimental data. For

our device, we found that a τ of 504 N/radian, which with four point masses per 38

mm cell edge equates to a torsional stiffness of 4.79 Nm/rad, fits the data with an r2

value of 0.90.

4.2.2 Output Comparison

We now use the device to verify that the model holds for inputs and conditions beyond

simply incrementing pressure with all nodes unpinned and all cells either unjammed

or jammed. For this test, we developed a set of actuation sequences that subject the

device to a variety of types of deformation. Between each of the actuation sequences

we capture the surface state with the depth camera to compare it against the surface

that the simulator outputs for the same actuation sequence. As shown in Figure 4.6,

we start the device with no cells jammed, no nodes pinned, and no pressure in the air

chamber. In the first actuation sequence, we pressurize the chamber to the leveling

pressure (0.301 kPa) before jamming four of the six cells on the right side of the array
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and pinning the four nodes in the middle and right side. In the second sequence, we

increment the pressure to 0.414 kPa before jamming the cell and pinning the node

in the bottom left corner. Finally, from this state we increment the pressure to 1.73

kPa and record the last surface snapshot to compare with the simulator output for

this same set of actuation sequences. For the four states shown in Figure 4.6, the

mean absolute difference between the simulated surface and the measured surface of

the physical device are 2.05 mm, 3.39 mm, 3.42 mm, and 2.36 mm respectively, which

all fall within the range of the published accuracy of the depth sensor [60].

4.3 Shape Control

Controlling the shape of a Haptic Jamming surface presents an interesting problem

because its system dynamics are nonlinear and largely configuration dependent. We

define the starting state as an array with no cells jammed, no nodes pinned, and

a chamber pressure equal to ambient pressure. The only forces acting on the point

masses at this starting state are gravity, reaction forces at the edges of the array,

and the internal linear spring-dampers connecting all point masses to their respective

neighbors, resulting in a soft mesh that sags a little bit under its own weight (Figure

4.7a). For the purpose of achieving a desired surface shape we can focus on the

position of each point mass.

4.3.1 Actuation Sequence Planning

For any given surface there are three types of possible actuations: toggling the rigidity

of a cell by jamming or unjamming it, toggling the fixed state of a pinnable node,

or adjusting the chamber pressure beneath the surface to any value between ambient

and the maximum pressure of the supply. Because the results of these actuations

are largely configuration dependent, applying the same set of actuations in a different

order can result in vastly different output shapes. For example, jamming all of the cells

before increasing the chamber pressure will result in a rigid surface with approximately

the same shape as the starting configuration, whereas increasing the pressure before
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Figure 4.7: From the starting configuration (a), the same three actions of pinning all
of the nodes, jamming all but one cell, and increasing the chamber pressure applied in
different orders results in different shape outputs (b), (c), and (d). The only way an
increase in chamber pressure can result in a decrease in curvature of an unjammed cell
is if this action is combined with another action, such as the unpinning of neighboring
nodes, but the net effect of the pressure increase is still an increase in curvature. This
is demonstrated in the transitions from configuration (b) to configurations (e) and
(f).

jamming will result in a rigid surface that is ballooned outward, as illustrated with

a set of three actions in Figures 4.7(b)-(d). As a result, the number of possible

surface configurations grows exponentially with the number of actuations applied,

which limits the effectiveness of typical dynamic programming methods to explore

and search the possible configurations with an optimized substructure.

Thus, rather than performing a comprehensive search of the possible configura-

tions of a surface, we match a desired surface shape using two key features demon-

strated by the dynamics of a Haptic Jamming surface as modeled in Section 4.1. First,

the height of an unpinned node can only increase with increasing chamber pressure,

regardless of the jammed state of neighboring cells and pin states of any other nodes.

Second, the curvature of an unjammed cell can only increase with increasing chamber

pressure, regardless of the current states of neighboring cells or nodes. The magni-

tude with which the height of an unpinned node or the curvature of an unjammed

cell increases due to an increase in chamber pressure still depends largely on the state

of neighboring cells and nodes, but these heights and curvatures will not decrease so

long as no states of neighboring cells or nodes are toggled simultaneously with the
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chamber pressure increase. For example, unpinning all nodes bordering a cell and

increasing the chamber pressure simultaneously might decrease the curvature of that

cell, as shown in the transition from Figures 4.7(b)-(f), but that cell in the resulting

configuration will have greater curvature than it would have had if the nodes had

been unpinned without increasing the chamber pressure, as shown in the transition

from Figures 4.7(b)-(e). Therefore, the net effect of the chamber pressure increase

was an increase in the curvature of the cell. Given these features of the dynamics

of a Haptic Jamming surface, we developed Algorithm 2 to control the shape of the

surface to match a desired goal configuration.

Algorithm 2 begins with a starting configuration of an unpressurized chamber

with all cells unjammed and all nodes unpinned, and then incrementally increase the

chamber pressure and run the simulator until it reaches static equilibrium. If any

node in the simulator’s array configuration passes the height of the corresponding

point in the desired goal configuration, then that node is pinned at that height, and

if any cell’s curvature in the simulator’s array configuration exceeds the curvature

of the corresponding cell in the goal configuration, then that cell is jammed. The

algorithm finishes when the maximum chamber pressure is exceeded or if all nodes

and cells are pinned and jammed, respectively. Figure 4.8(a) shows an example input

goal configuration for a 6×8 cell array with 4 point masses per cell edge, developed

from a topographical map of Australia (as explained further in Section 4.3.2). Figure

4.8(b) shows the resulting output from Algorithm 2.

The algorithm requires a method to check if the array simulation has reached static

equilibrium, as well as a method to estimate the curvature of each cell. We define

static equilibrium as any state where the sums of the magnitudes of the velocities

and accelerations of all the points are both within a tolerance ε of zero, a condition

that we can easily check each time the Euler integrator updates the states in the

dynamic simulation. To estimate the curvature of a cell, we can use the θ angles

already calculated for each torsional spring in that cell, where each point mass within

the cell has two torsional springs, oriented along the horizontal and vertical axes. We
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Algorithm 2 Array Configuration Matching

1: while pressure < maxPressure do
2: pressure← pressure + increment
3: while equilibriumReached 6= true do
4: updateStates(array, timeStep)
5: equilibriumReached← checkForEquilibrium()

6: allNodesPinned← true
7: for each pinnableNode in array do
8: zGoal← goalConfig.pinnableNode.z
9: if pinnableNode.z >= zGoal then

10: pinnableNode.fixed← true
11: else
12: allNodesPinned← false
13: allCellsJammed← true
14: for each cell in array do
15: curvatureGoal← goalConfig.cell.curvature
16: if cell.curvature >= curvatureGoal then
17: cell.jammed← true
18: else
19: allCellsJammed← false
20: if allNodesPinned && allCellsJammed then
21: break

define the local single-axis curvature, κi, for each torsional spring at point i as

κi =

{
π − θi, ~rA/i · n̂i +~rB/i · n̂i < 0

θi − π, otherwise

}
(4.11)

using the same vector notations defined in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. This equation requires

two lines to define the sign of the curvature due to the fact that θ is limited to values

between 0 and π, regardless of the orientation of the torsional spring in 3D space. If

the vectors pointing from the center of the torsional spring to each of its endpoints

are, on average, against the direction of the normal vector pointing out from the

surface at that point, as given by the sum of the dot products, then the torsional

spring is bending inwards and the cell is ballooning outwards, which we define as

a positive curvature. Conversely, if the cell is concave at that point, we define the
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(a) Input Desired Heights

(b) Simulator Output

Figure 4.8: The simulator uses Algorithm 2 to try to recreate topographic map data
in a 6×8 cell grid.

curvature as negative. We estimate κc, the curvature of cell c, as the average value

of κi for all torsional springs in the cell.

This averaging method for estimating the curvature of the cell does lose some

information about the overall shape. The method ignores any eccentricity in the cell

shape, so a cell that is ballooned smoothly across its surface could have the same value

of κc as a cell that is bent sharply on one side and flat on the other. Furthermore,

saddle points where the curvature is positive along one axis and negative along another

would have curvatures calculated close to zero. However, the averaging method for

estimating curvature suffices for the way it is used in this algorithm.

4.3.2 Topographic Map Displays

One possible application of a Haptic Jamming surface display is a refreshable tactile

topographic map. Visual two-dimensional topographic maps typically use constant
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Table 4.1: Sizes of arrays used to evaluate the shape control methods in Section 4.3

# of Rows 1 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 5 6 6 6 7 7 8 9
# of Columns 2 3 4 5 5 6 6 7 8 7 8 9 9 10 11 12

# of Cells 2 6 12 15 20 24 30 35 40 42 48 54 63 70 88 108

elevation lines or coded colors overlaid onto regions to show elevation changes from

features like mountains and valleys. A tactile display that physically changes its

geometry to match the slopes within a region could provide an additional, intuitive

information channel, or even an alternative method to convey maps and topography

to the visually impaired. Many three-dimensional globes use textured surfaces to

present topographic information in exactly this manner, but a refreshable display

like Haptic Jamming could essentially zoom in on any region of interest to create its

surface features on a larger scale before reconfiguring for a different region of interest.

The dynamic simulator developed in Section 4.1 provides an efficient means to

test the potential effectiveness of a Haptic Jamming interface to display topographical

maps, evaluate the capability of Algorithm 2 to recreate desired shapes, and quantify

the relation between the number of cells in an array and the resulting detail of the

shapes it can create. Creating a goal configuration from a topographical map for input

into the algorithm requires a desired height for each point mass in the simulator, so

we selected maps with pixel values easily converted to heights. In the original 2D

images of Figures 4.9 and 4.10, we invert the hue channel to construct 3D data so

that pixels with low hue values (red-orange) correspond to high peaks and high hue

values (blue-purple) correspond to low valleys or oceans. We then down-sample the

resulting gray-scale image so that each pixel maps to one corresponding point mass

in the simulator. For example, a simulation of a 3×4 cell array with 4 point masses

per cell edge would use a 13×17 pixel image because of the extra row and column of

point masses necessary to complete the array boundary. The desired point heights

are scaled by their gray-scale intensity in the image and the length dimensions of

the simulated array before they are used as the goal configuration of the incremental

pressurization algorithm.

We ran the simulator using topographical maps of Australia and the San Francisco
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Original 2D Image Constructed 3D Data

Input into 3x4 Simulator Output from 3x4 Simulator

Input into 6x8 Simulator Output from 6x8 Simulator

Input into 9x12 Simulator Output from 9x12 Simulator

Figure 4.9: A 2D topographical image of Australia is converted to 3D data, which is
then down-sampled at various lower resolutions to create desired input shapes (left
column) for the dynamic simulator. The heights of the points from the corresponding
simulator outputs after running Algorithm 2 are displayed in the right column.
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Original 2D Image
Constructed 3D Data

Input into 3x4 Simulator Output from 3x4 Simulator

Input into 6x8 Simulator Output from 6x8 Simulator

Input into 9x12 Simulator Output from 9x12 Simulator

Figure 4.10: The topography of the San Francisco Bay Area illustrates some of the
limits of using a Haptic Jamming surface to display map data, particularly when
raised features run off the edge of the image.
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Bay Area as the desired goal configuration for sixteen different array sizes listed in

Table 4.1. The surface heights of the desired inputs and corresponding simulator

outputs for three sample array sizes are shown for the Australia map in Figures

4.9 and 4.10. Qualitatively, these images provide a number of insights about the

effectiveness of Haptic Jamming surfaces for conveying topographical map data. As

one would intuitively expect, the surface fails to display sharp peaks, as there is no

way for it to create a convex feature smaller than the size of a cell. The surface can

create sharp valleys, but these sharp valleys can only occur at the nodes or along

the surface boundary. Similarly, the surface cannot create any tall features along its

outer boundaries, regardless of their profile.

To quantitatively evaluate these results we used the two-dimensional version of

Pearson’s r correlation coefficient. Such normalized cross correlations are commonly

used for template matching in images [61]. This correlation coefficient is calculated

as

r =

∑
i

∑
j

(
Aij − A

) (
Bij −B

)

√√√√
(
∑
i

∑
j

(
Aij − A

)2
)(

∑
i

∑
j

(
Bij −B

)2
) , (4.12)

where Aij and Bij are the intensities of each pixel in the two images and A and B are

the mean intensities of each image. In this case, the pixel intensities correspond to

heights of points on the surface. Correlation coefficients range from −1 to 1, where

r = 1 indicates an exact match, r = −1 indicates an exact inversion, and r = 0

indicates no correlation.

Because the Haptic Jamming interface is a continuous surface with non-constant

curvatures, there is more dimensionality to the shape output than the m rows × n

columns of cells, or even than the m×n×p points per cell edge used in the simulation.

To account for this continuity, we scale the images created by the output point heights

back up to the size of the original image using bicubic interpolation before calculating

their correlation coefficients with that original image.

The calculated correlation coefficients for both of the topographical maps and all

of the array sizes listed in Table 4.1 are plotted in Figure 4.11. The surfaces created
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Figure 4.11: Correlation coefficients between 3D topographical map data or desired
surfaces created from STL files and the shape output by a Haptic Jamming surface
at a variety of array sizes.
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to match Australia’s topographical map result in much higher correlation coefficients

than those for the San Francisco Bay Area. This occurs in large part because Australia

is an island, whereas the features for the SF Bay Area run off the edge of the image, an

effect that the Haptic Jamming surface cannot capably display. One interesting result

shown by Figure 4.11 is that, while correlation coefficients tend to increase with the

array size as one would intuitively expect, they do not increase monotonically. More

cells do not always lead to higher correlation coefficients because, as the array size

changes, the locations of the pinnable nodes relative to the key image features can shift

around. If the nodes in one array size align particularly well with the topographical

valleys, it is likely that they will not align quite as well in the array at the next size

up, and the correlation coefficient will go down as a result. Furthermore, Figure 4.11

illustrates that the payoff in increased correlation for increasing the number of cells

tends to level off rather quickly, which might be due to the fact that the number of

cells grows quadratically as the number of rows and columns increase linearly.

4.3.3 Rendering 3D Models

With typical kinesthetic haptic devices like a Phantom Premium or a Novint Fal-

con, 3D models can be physically rendered in a virtual environment by constructing

“metaballs” around each point such that the force it applies to the cursor is defined

by a contribution function dependent on the distance from the cursor to that point

[62]. The contribution function is typically defined to be “compact” such that each

point only contributes force feedback if the cursor location falls within its radius of in-

fluence, and these “metaballs” can also be converted into implicit surfaces [63]. While

this permits efficient haptic rendering of highly complex surfaces with any contours, it

limits the rendering at any given time step to the location of the cursor. In contrast,

shape-changing interfaces like a Haptic Jamming surface allow multi-point contact so

that the user can not only trace the boundary of the surface but also obtain a sense

of the object’s overall form factor in his or her hand.

Ideally, a Haptic Jamming surface or any other shape-changing interface would

have the capacity to render the shape of any three-dimensional object. This would
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(a) STL File Rendering (b) Height-Scaled Intensity

(c) Desired Input (d) Simulator Output

Figure 4.12: An STL file (a) is converted to a gray-scale image (b) by coloring each
face with an intensity corresponding to the z-height of its vertices. Surfaces that fold
underneath the object, like the end of the aorta in this human heart, are lost in the
rendering, which suits the output capabilities of tactile display interfaces like a Haptic
Jamming surface. This image converts to desired input heights (c) with the resulting
output (d) from the simulator for a 8×11 cell grid with four points per cell edge in
the simulation.
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allow, for example, a designer using CAD software or an online shopper to hold and

feel a virtual version of the product he or she is developing or considering purchas-

ing. In reality, the output capabilities of these interfaces often fall somewhere in

between two and three dimensions in the sense that they typically cannot display all

of the three-dimensional details or contours, particularly concave surfaces that fold

underneath an object.

To account for this shortcoming, we first convert the 3D model data into a 2D

image before converting back to 3D heights that we can input as a desired surface

into the shape control algorithm. We start with an STL file, a set of vertices and

triangular surfaces commonly used to encode 3D objects, like the one shown in Figure

4.12a. We then color this rendering in gray scale such that the intensity of each face

corresponds to the z-height of its vertices before taking a top-view 2D snapshot. The

gray scale intensities in this resulting image are then rescaled to the range 0− 1 such

that the lowest surfaces visible from the top view, rather than the lowest surfaces in

the 3D model, become the zero height. Figure 4.12b shows the resulting 2D image

from this process for the rendering shown in Figure 4.12a.

From the resulting 2D gray scale image, we use the same methods described in

Section 4.3.2 to construct 3D height data to input into the shape control algorithm.

Figure 4.12c shows a sample input for an 8×11 cell array and Figure 4.12d shows

its resulting shape output. We calculated correlation coefficients for each test object

with a variety of array sizes. As with the topography evaluation, the results shown

in Figure 4.11 demonstrate that the correlation coefficient tends to increase with

array size, but not always smoothly, as the misalignment of pinnable nodes from key

features can reduce the correlation of the resulting surface to the desired shape even

if the array size increases.

4.3.4 Predicting Output Correlation

The results of the simulations run to calculate the data shown in Figure 4.11 gives

us some intuition regarding an expectation for the correlation coefficient a Haptic

Jamming surface can achieve for a given input shape. Smoother input shapes tend to
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result in higher correlation coefficients than complex textures or sharp bumps, and the

display struggles to recreate large features on or near the edge of the array. We sought

a metric that could quantitatively reinforce these insights by providing a prediction

of the output correlation that the surface would produce for a given input shape.

While the gradient provides the slope of a surface by summing the partial derivatives

along its horizontal axes, this does not necessarily describe how challenging it will

be for the Haptic Jamming surface to replicate it. For example, a surface ballooned

outward is just as feasible to display as a completely flat surface, even though the

ballooned surface will have large gradient magnitudes at its edges. The sum of the

second partial derivatives, or Laplace operator, given by

∆f = ∇2f =
∂2f

∂x2
+
∂2f

∂y2
(4.13)

in two dimensions, helps account for the complexity in displaying shapes with large

rates of change of slope like bumpy textures or sharp peaks.

Mirroring our methods in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, where we convert between point

heights in an input shape and the intensity of pixels in an image, we approached this

problem from a digital image processing perspective. The discrete Laplace opera-

tor [64] has proven effective in applications from edge detection [65] to shape analysis

and segmentation [66]. This is calculated for each pixel as the sum of the differences

between that pixel and its nearest neighbors, achieved by convolving the image with

a 3×3 filter kernel.

We zero pad the image for applying the filter at the edges, rather than replicating

boundary pixels as is more commonly done in digital image processing. This helps

account for the fact that the Haptic Jamming surface cannot display features that run

off the edge of the image, as demonstrated by the San Francisco Bay Area example.

The exact values in the kernel for a Laplacian filter vary with a shape parameter,

αL, ranging from 0 to 1, that defines the weights of the diagonal pixels relative to

those directly neighboring the center pixel. For example, αL = 1
3

gives the diagonals
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Figure 4.13: After filtering the input images with a discrete Laplace operator and
inverting, shown to the left for 9×12 cell arrays in the same order as the plot legend,
the mean intensity provides a good prediction of the correlation coefficient with the
shape created by the simulator. Marker sizes scale with the size of the array.
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Table 4.2: Effects of the filter kernel weighting

αL 0 1
8

1
4

1
2

1

r2 0.7555 0.7583 0.7545 0.7412 0.7293

αL is the weighting of the filter kernel and r2 is
the resulting coefficient of determination for fitting
Laplace filtered image intensity to output image cor-
relation

one-third of the total weight, resulting in

HL =



.25 .5 .25

.5 −3 .5

.25 .5 .25


 (4.14)

where HL is the filter kernel to convolve with the image to calculate the discrete

Laplace operator. In Figure 4.13, we plot the correlation coefficients against the

mean intensity of the inverted image after applying the Laplace filter with αL = 1
8
,

with the inverse of the images created by the filtering shown to the left of the plot.

High image intensity after applying the filter indicates sharp changes in slope, so it

seems reasonable that the inverse of this leads to high correlation coefficients from the

simulator output. Changing αL does not affect the coefficient of determination (r2)

very much when fitting the mean magnitudes of the inverted images to the correlation

coefficients of the resulting simulator output, as shown in Table 4.2.

The slope of the linear fit changes with the number of point masses per cell edge

used in the simulation because it affects the resolution, and therefore sharpness of

peaks, of the resized image used to calculate the desired heights for the input surface.

Running the simulation with ten points per edge instead of four, for example, would

result in lower mean intensities for all of the Laplace filtered input images without

affecting the output image correlation much. However, so long as the number of

points per cell edge is maintained between simulations, the Laplace filtered input

image remains a good predictor for comparing output correlations.
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4.4 Conclusion

This chapter combined deformable body models of the three actuation inputs of a

Haptic Jamming surface to create a custom simulator that predicts its output shape

after any sequence of combinations of node pinning, chamber pressurization, and cell

jamming. After validating the simulator on a twelve-cell array, we used it to test

various control algorithms before settling on Algorithm 2. This allows a new form of

tactile visualization for surfaces ranging from topographical maps to 3D CAD models.

A discrete Laplace operator was shown to provide a good predictor of rendering

complexity for a Haptic Jamming surface.

The shape control algorithm could potentially be improved in a couple of ways.

First, the algorithm relies upon simulating the surface until static equilibrium is

reached in between each action. However, a node or cell could feasibly be pinned

or jammed, respectively, while the surface is still moving, potentially offering an

opportunity to create more complicated curvatures within cells. Second, the algorithm

views cell jamming as a binary action, whereas in reality the vacuum level in each cell

can vary along a continuous scale. To effectively improve the shape control algorithm

with either of these features would require very precise matching of all of the dynamic

coefficients in the simulation to the real physical surface in use, rather than just the

stiffness and mass coefficients fit in Section 4.2. Such a task would be challenging given

the current variability in the manufacturing of these surface displays. Alternatively,

the addition of sensors to the device to detect its shape in real-time could allow for an

entirely different shape control technique using feedback control, or some combination

of feedback with the algorithms proposed in this work as a feed-forward term. These

sensors, whether they would be embedded into the device like the capacitive sensors

in [30] or an external depth camera like the Microsoft Kinect used in Section 4.3,

would enable a broader spectrum of user interaction modalities.



Chapter 5

Control of Haptic Jamming

Displays

Embedding a multi-cell array into applications that are interesting and useful requires

automated control both on the low level of the actuators as well as the high level to

represent a desired shape. In this chapter, we explore control methods through the

development of three separate integrated systems. Each of these systems provides

unique insights into the suitability of Haptic Jamming surfaces as tangible user in-

terfaces, with quantitative evaluations of the methods developed to control them.

Section 5.1 describes the integration of a large, single-cell Haptic Jamming device

with a cable-driven parallel robot with 3D visualization for a medical simulation vir-

tual environment. Section 5.2 develops the methods for using the depth map from and

RGB-D sensor to close the feedback loop on output shape and tests them with simple

shapes on a 12-cell array. Section 5.3 describes the design, manufacturing, electronic

circuitry, and computational methods used to scale a Haptic Jamming device up to a

100-cell array and evaluates the closed-loop methods from Section 5.2 for the output

of more complex shapes on this larger platform.

93
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5.1 Integration of a Particle Jamming Tactile

Display with a Cable-Driven Parallel Robot

The complexity of existing tactile displays and kinesthetic haptic devices often results

in either a limited size of the explorable workspace or low tactile resolution. In

this work, we address these separate limitations of tactile and kinesthetic devices by

integrating a tactile display onto the end effector of a new six degree-of-freedom (DOF)

cable-driven parallel robot developed specifically to create virtual environments for

medical simulation. The robot uses eight motors connected to cables on each corner

of the end effector to drive the platform in space below a visual display. Integrating

these two new devices creates a freely explorable environment with a large workspace

and both cutaneous and kinesthetic haptic feedback, a novel combination for medical

simulators.

5.1.1 KineSys MedSim Robot

Parallel robots, in contrast to serial manipulators, connect the end effector directly

to the base through multiple links [67]. In cable-driven parallel robots where the end

effector is suspended below the base and cable mass is minimal, the manipulator can

be viewed as an upside-down version of the common Stewart-Gough platform, which

allows the calculation of inverse kinematics in six degrees of freedom [68]. However,

the cables can only support tensile forces and not compressive forces [69]. Parallel

cable robots typically have a larger workspace and lower weight than serial robots of

similar size and strength, features that have driven their use in applications ranging

from shipping to neurorehabilitation [70].

The Kinesthetic System for Medical Simulation (KineSys MedSim), shown in Fig-

ure 5.1, creates a hands-free haptic environment by moving a tactile display in three-

dimensional space underneath a visual display of a virtual environment. The first

generation of the KineSys MedSim robot is described in [71]. A user stands next

to the robot and looks down at the reflection of a 3D display above his or her head

on the semi-silvered mirror of a suspended particle device (SPD) that changes light
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Figure 5.1: Photos and CAD drawings of the Kinesys Medsim robot, its coordinate
frame, and its end effector. The end effector configuration shown does not have a
tactile display integrated but rather a handle for only kinesthetic haptic interaction.

transmission properties under the application of a voltage. Switches on the right side

allow adjustment of the transparency of the SPD display and of the robot height via a

hydraulic lift. Thus, the visual display can adjust to sit just below the chin of anyone

within the 10th percentile of female height to 90th percentile of male height and can

range from fully mirroring the screen above to allowing some visibility of the user’s

hand below.

Beneath the visual display, eight cables drive the end effector platform around a

0.86 m×0.76 m×0.71 m workspace. The corners of the workspace each house a fairlead

and a pulley to guide the cables around the shafts of eight brushless DC motors that

extrude out of the sides of the robot with encoders for position tracking. The robot can

generate up to 178 N of force with a maximum velocity and acceleration of 0.762 m/sec

and 2.54 m/sec2, respectively. As shown in Figure 5.1, the end effector consists of a

0.22 m×0.13 m×0.075 m shell that holds a 0.19 m×0.12 m×0.043 m mounting frame

on top of a 6-DOF ATI Gamma NET force-torque sensor. A Beckhoff Automation

CX1030-0110 embedded PC serves as the central control unit for the Advanced Motion

Controls EtherCAT drives that run the motors. The embedded PC enables a fixed

1000 Hz control loop rate as it communicates with the main GUI client PC. A Leap

Motion controller mounts to the outside of the end effector to track the user’s hand
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thumb 

palm 

fingers 

Figure 5.2: A video camera below the workspace is used in combination with the AR
Tracking toolkit and fiducial markers on the bottom of the end effector to set the
home position of the robot. A Leap Motion sensor tracks the user’s fingers and palm
(right).

above the surface and a Logitech HD Webcam mounted below the workspace uses AR

Tracking toolkit with the fiducial markers on the bottom of the end effector (Figure

5.2) to automatically move the end effector to its home position and calibrate the

motor encoders when the robot is first powered.

5.1.2 Integration of the Tactile Interface and Robot

To keep the mechanical integration with the KineSys MedSim robot as simple as

possible, we designed the single-cell version of the Haptic Jamming display with a

0.17 m×0.10 m×0.011 m internal volume to fit the dimensions of the end effector. Due

to its large size, the cell includes an internal silicone structure of thin, disconnected

walls that help prevent the coffee grounds from shifting around too much when the cell

deforms. Without these internal walls, the granules would all shift towards the outside

of the cell when it balloons outwards with an increase in air pressure beneath the cell,

making the center of the lump less rigid with the application of vacuum to the inside

of the cell. Four screws at the corners of the display hold it onto the mounting frame

of the end effector such that the force-torque sensor below can register all interaction

forces with the display. This allows easy interchanging with alternate tactile displays

or a handle for purely kinesthetic interaction. The pneumatic and vacuum lines feed

into the control panel at the back of the robot and run from the electronic regulators

and valves on the recessed panel of the workspace up to the end effector alongside

the cables for the Leap controller and the force-torque sensor. Figure 5.3 shows the
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Figure 5.3: The system architecture to control a single-cell Haptic Jamming display
(top). The tactile display (bottom) consists of a thin particle jamming layer to adjust
the stiffness of the surface laid over a pressurized air chamber to adjust its shape.

Haptic Jamming display and a block diagram of the system used in this integration.

The robot can command a desired lump size and stiffness to the Haptic Jamming

display and it will subsequently follow the sequence of timed steps necessary to create

that configuration. The display controller updates the robot with a binary state of

either reconfiguring or configured. For a preliminary demonstration based on the

integrated system’s original intent for medical simulation, the graphics use CHAI 3D

to show a human torso with a faint sphere to mark the location of an embedded lump,

Figure 5.4: A single-cell Haptic Jamming display integrated onto the end effector of
the KineSys MedSim robot. The graphics show a human torso with a lump location
and a green cursor for the end effector position. The tactile display changes from a
soft, flat surface to a rigid lump when the cursor aligns with the virtual lump.
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Figure 5.5: Data showing the robot end effector tracking the hand as measured by
the Leap controller, plateauing at the edge of its workspace. When the end effector
reaches the location of the virtual lump, a sequence of commands to the pressure and
vacuum regulators convert the Haptic Jamming display from a soft, flat surface to a
rigid lump.

as well as a green cursor that tracks the position of the end effector.

The system switches between two modes during operation. When the user is

moving his or her hand freely above the display, the Leap controller tracks the hand

position and moves the end effector in a plane below to track the measured X-Y

position of the palm, which provides more reliable readings than the individual fingers,

and aligns it with the front of the tactile display. If the end effector position aligns

with the sphere indicating the embedded lump on the screen, the tactile display

reconfigures from a flat, soft surface to a rigid lump, as shown in Figure 5.4. When

the user reaches down to touch the surface, as registered by the force-torque sensor

under the tactile display, the system switches into an interactive mode, locking the

configuration of the tactile display and using to an impedance controller to render

kinesthetic interaction forces from the current position. Figure 5.5 shows a set of data
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collected during a sample interaction with the integrated system to demonstrate its

functionality. When the end effector’s X and Y coordinates fall within 0.013 meters of

the lump’s coordinates, the soft, flat surface of the Haptic Jamming display converts

to a rigid lump by commanding a higher pressure to the chamber beneath the surface

to balloon it outward followed by commanding a higher vacuum to the interior of the

cell to jam it into its rigid state.

While the integration of a single cell with the Kinesys Medsim robot provided a

novel and informative experience, numerous shortcomings led us to develop a station-

ary large-scale multi-cell array instead of a smaller display that could move around a

larger workspace. First and foremost, the integration with the Kinesys Medsim robot

showed that virtual environments with large continuous surfaces are challenging to

display in a compelling manner with a moving platform because the user must remove

his or hand from the surface before it can relocate to a new portion of the workspace.

Even if the surface continuously moved small amounts to recenter under the user’s

hand and reconfigured in real time, this would not prevent the user from feeling the

motion of the platform and reconfiguration. Particularly in light of recent advances

in head-mounted displays for virtual reality, the hardware for the Kinesys Medsim

display proved too bulky with dynamics too slow to create an immersive environment

on the cutting edge of technology.

5.2 Closed-Loop Shape Control

In previous particle jamming devices for haptics and soft robotics, including the

Haptic Jamming devices presented to this point, shape has typically been commanded

open-loop or manipulated directly by a human user. For the majority of these systems,

either the user controls the deformation of the particle jamming components or the

exact shape is not a critical aspect of the functionality. For the particle jamming-

enabled systems that do rely on computer-controlled deformations, like the locomotive

sphere [29] and robotic manipulator [27], such control is conducted open-loop. To

close the loop on shape control requires a form of state estimation of the current

surface configuration. Encoders on the node pinning devices could provide a sparse
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estimation but would not estimate surface curvature. Some tactile sensors use a

camera to measure movements in a dot pattern printed on the inside of a surface [72] to

estimate its deformation, and other research shows promise for embedding capacitive

sensors into flexible surfaces [30]. Given the high levels of strain expected in a Haptic

Jamming surface, we chose to use an overhead depth camera to measure shape.

5.2.1 System Setup

The system used in this work included several design changes from the multi-cell

prototypes in Section 2.3 to increase robustness and improve repeatability between

trials, as well as various new components to add shape feedback and closed-loop

control.

5.2.1.1 Hardware and Mechanical Design

Figure 5.7 shows the components in a cross section of the Haptic Jamming de-

vice. The surface itself consists of two layers of Ecoflex 30 silicone (Smooth-On,

Inc.) cured in custom-cut acrylic molds and glued together. Coffee grounds fill the

38 mm (1.5 in.) square cells in the membrane with separate vacuum lines running

in from below to jam individual cells. The air chamber includes twelve inlet ports

for the vacuum lines that each flow through a separate V1-C04-BW1 electronic 3-

way valve (Mead Fluid Dynamics), one inlet port for pressurized air that flows in

through an EV-P-20-4050 air flow regulator (Clippard Minimatic), and one port to

connect a SSCDANN005PGAA5 pressure sensor (Honeywell International, Inc.). A

custom-designed binding post with a threaded insert is embedded into the top layer

of silicone during the curing process. A vented screw connects the binding post to the

nylon node-pinning line that wraps around the reel in the node-pinning mechanism

below. The plunger of a S-63-38S pull-type tubular mini solenoid (ElectroMechanic-

sOnline) extends into the teeth of the reel to lock it in place or retracts to allow it

to spin freely when an increase in chamber pressure balloons the surface outward. A

torsional spring in the reel winds up the line when the air pressure is released and the

surface is unjammed. The tooth count on the ratchet and the diameter of the section
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Figure 5.6: A user interacts with a 12-cell Haptic Jamming surface (top) after it has
reconfigured to match a desired surface (bottom left) using an overhead depth sensor
for shape feedback (bottom right). Cells become darker as their density increases
when they are jammed, making them more rigid to the touch as well as allowing
them to hold the shape of their current configuration.
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Figure 5.7: A cross section of the 12-cell Haptic Jamming device shows one column
of cells and nodes with the underlying mechanisms for cell jamming, node pinning,
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of the reel around which the nylon line wraps result in a height resolution of 4.7

mm per tooth. While this limits the resolution of the shape display, the mechanism

allows the use of a low-power actuator that performs no direct work on the system;

rather, the passive mechanical components perform the work. A Kinect for XBox 360

(Microsoft Corporation) mounts one meter above the surface, the minimum distance

that its depth sensor can measure. At this distance, each pixel of the connect covers

about 2 mm × 2 mm of the surface with a depth resolution around 3.5 mm [73]. The

ratcheting method can result in the Haptic Jamming surface deforming above the

desired surface height, and the noise and limited resolution of the Kinect estimation

can result in a device output with errors on either side of the desired surface height.

5.2.1.2 Electronics and Data Acquisition

The 12-cell prototype requires 19 total actuators, including 12 valves for the vacuum

lines, 6 solenoids to pin the nodes, and a flow regulator to control the air chamber pres-

sure. In order to control all 18 of these valve and solenoid actuators simultaneously

from three digital output lines of a USB X-Series 6343 DAQ (National Instruments),
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we use a daisy chain of 74HC595 shift registers. The output lines of the shift regis-

ters connect to the inputs of ULN2803 Darlington array transistors that power the

actuators in low side drive from a 24V power supply. The flow regulator is controlled

by sending a pulse width modulation output from the DAQ through another input to

one of the Darlington arrays to get a 0-24V analog signal. The 0-5V analog output

of the pressure sensor connects directly to an analog input of the DAQ. The camera

data from the Kinect is read into Matlab using the Image Acquisition Toolbox and

analyzed with the Image Processing toolbox.

5.2.2 Pressure Control

To maintain smooth pressure control inside the air chamber beneath the surface, we

implemented a PID controller on the flow rate of air into the chamber with a pressure

sensor attached directly to the chamber to provide feedback, as shown in the inner

loop of the full system controller in Figure 5.8. This setup has two main advantages

over the commercial pressure regulators used in previous prototypes, which typically

implement a bang-bang (hysteresis) controller with a pair of solenoid valves based on

feedback from a pressure sensor on the outlet of the regulator. First, the derivative

controller smooths out the popping sensation felt by the user because when a user

presses on the surface it cause small pressure changes inside the box, requiring ad-

justments by the regulator. Second, the integral controller has the added benefit of

negating the effects of any small leaks in the box without sacrificing smoothness in

the pressure control. A commercial regulator maintains the pressure on its outlet,

which does not match the pressure inside the box if there are any leaks.

While the previous prototypes of Haptic Jamming devices in Sections 2.2, 2.3,

and 5.1 used commercial pressure regulators to control the pressure inside the box,

a couple of limitations led us to switch to a combination of a pressure sensor and a

flow regulator with our own custom controller. When a user interacts with a Haptic

Jamming surface, his or her pressing on the surface causes pressure changes in the

chamber, which result in a popping sensation from the regulator as it continuously

tries to adjust the amount of air inside the chamber using bang-bang control. Any
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leaks, however small, in the chamber also cause these popping adjustments. Fur-

thermore, because the chamber is downstream of the regulator, any leaks result in

a pressure drop between the outlet of the regulator and the inside of the chamber.

Therefore, the regulator no longer accurately controls the pressure inside the chamber,

with decreasing accuracy as the size of the leaks increase.

5.2.3 Shape Sensing and Control

Previous implementations of Haptic Jamming surfaces did not include any means for

shape sensing, and thus relied on preprogrammed sequences of operations to create

a desired shape. This limited both the complexity and accuracy of shapes that the

device could create. Adding a sensor into the loop allows feedback of the output

shape to expand the capabilities of the device.

5.2.4 Depth Sensor Registration to Surface Heights

As shown in Figure 5.6, we lined the outside of the Haptic Jamming surface with

a bright orange border to facilitate registration of the Kinect’s RGB-D sensor to

the coordinate frame of the device. For the purposes of this initial prototype, the

Kinect was assumed to be mounted parallel above the surface to simplify the three-

dimensional registration into a two-dimensional problem. In each frame triggering,

the Kinect provides an RGB color image and a separate depth image, both at a

resolution of 480×640 pixels. Because the two cameras are not perfectly colocated,

we must first transform the color image to align with the frame of the depth image.

After performing this image transformation we then convert the RGB image to an

HSV image and separately threshold each of the channels based on a tolerance around

the values for the bright orange paper. We then open the resulting image mask with

a disk structuring element to remove any noise, leaving just a mask of the orange

border. We then fill the interior of this mask and subtract out the orange border,

resulting in a mask that corresponds to the actual surface of the display. Finally, we

calculate the orientation of the major axis of the mask.

The registration of the device location to the camera is only necessary once each
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time the system is powered on or when either the camera or device positions are

adjusted. After this initial frame, we collect only the depth data and ignore the color

camera. We use the mask generated from the color image to crop the depth image to

include only the surface of the device and then rotate each frame by the orientation of

the major axis calculated during the registration to align the surface edges with the

image edges. To obtain the heights of each point on the surface, we invert the depth

image and subtract the height of the outer boundary so that it is zeroed about the

edge of the surface. Knowing the actual length and width dimensions of the surface

allows us to scale a three-dimensional surface plot accurately. Finally, we convolve

the image with a Gaussian filter to smooth some of the noise and pixelation features

that result from the limited resolution of the Kinect.

5.2.5 Closed-Loop Shape Control

To close the loop on the shape control, we needed to extract a measured error for

the aspects of the surface that the Haptic Jamming system can directly actuate,

which include the cell curvatures and the node heights. The height measurements

Algorithm 3 Haptic Jamming Actuation

1: while pressureset < maxPressure do
2: pressureset ← pressureset + increment
3: allNodesArePinned← true
4: for each pinnableNode in array do
5: if δn,i <= 0 then
6: pinnableNode.fixed← true
7: else
8: allNodesArePinned← false
9: allCellsAreJammed← true

10: for each cell in array do
11: if δκ,i <= 0 then
12: cell.jammed← true
13: else
14: allCellsAreJammed← false
15: if allNodesPinned && allCellsJammed then
16: break
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collected by the RGB-D sensor provide a direct estimate of each node height, nest,i,

by averaging the nine pixels surrounding the location of each pinnable node, so we

can calculate a measured error of each node height, δn,i, as

δn,i = ndes,i − nest,i, (5.1)

where ndes,i is the height of the corresponding node in the desired input surface. Sim-

ilarly, the measured error of each cell curvature, δκ,i, can be found by subtracting the

measured curvature of each cell, κest,i, from the curvature, κdes,i of the corresponding

cell in the desired input:

δκ,i = κdes,i − κest,i. (5.2)

However, unlike the node heights, the cell curvatures do not come directly from the

surface height data. We estimate the curvature of a cell by calculating the difference

between the height of the center of the cell and the heights of the midpoints of the

diagonals that connect opposite corners of the cell, where positive curvature denotes

ballooning outward.

As shown in the block diagram of the system control architecture in Figure 5.8,

these measured errors δn,i and δκ,i provide the necessary inputs for Algorithm 3 to

actuate the device via cell jamming, node pinning, and adjusting the pressure in the

air chamber beneath the surface. This algorithm iteratively increases the pressure in

the chamber by a set increment of 69 Pa (0.01 psi), pins any node that has reached

the height of the corresponding node in the desired surface, and jams any cell that

has reached the curvature of the corresponding cell in the desired input surface.

When a cell is jammed and its mechanical properties change from soft to rigid,

it locks that region of the surface at its current curvature so that it does not deform

with further adjustments of the air chamber pressure. Curvature and height are

independent features because an unpinned node’s height can continue to rise with

increasing chamber pressure regardless of whether the cells around it are jammed,

and a cell’s curvature can continue to increase with increasing chamber pressure

regardless of whether the nodes around it are pinned. However, due to the continuity

of the surface, the curvatures of neighboring cells are dependent on each other, and
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the heights of neighboring nodes are dependent on each other. Surface stiffness is

not entirely independent of shape control. Cells that remain soft throughout a shape

configuration can have their rigidity controlled independently by jamming afterwards,

but cells that are jammed in the process cannot be unjammed afterwards without

sacrificing the integrity of the shape.

The controller turns off when either the chamber reaches a maximum pressure

of 2.8 kPa (0.4 psi) or all of the nodes and cells are pinned and jammed, whichever

occurs first. Each cycle through the outer loop of the control block diagram includes

one iteration of Algorithm 3 and one measurement of the surface heights with the

depth sensor. In the current setup, this outer loop runs at about 0.5 Hertz due to the

processing time required for the Kinect images in Matlab. The inner control loop for

the air chamber pressure control runs continuously at about 20 Hertz, even when the

outer loop is not running because the air pressure is necessary to maintain the shape

of any cells that remain unjammed.

5.2.6 Evaluation

We took both quantitative and qualitative approaches to evaluate the performance

of the control techniques described in Section 5.2.3. To quantitatively evaluate the

performance we needed to generate desired input shapes that the 12-cell Haptic Jam-

ming surface could feasibly re-create, whereas the qualitative evaluation permitted

more freedom in the selection of a desired surface shape.

5.2.6.1 Accuracy of Generated Shapes

The deformable body simulation of a Haptic Jamming surface from Chapter 4 gen-

erated sample input shapes that the device could feasibly re-create accurately. This

simulated surface consists of an array of point masses connected in a grid pattern

by normal and torsional springs, with the outer boundary of point masses fixed in

space. By applying outward forces normal to the surface at each point mass, the

body deforms in such way that simulates pressurizing the air chamber beneath the

surface. To simulate pinning a node, the point mass at that node’s location is simply
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Figure 5.9: Two of the desired input shapes (top) used to evaluate the system, their
corresponding outputs on a 12-cell array (middle), and their surface shape measure-
ments from the depth camera (bottom).
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fixed in space. Increasing the stiffness of the torsional and normal springs within a

cell inhibits that cell’s deformation to simulate jamming. Various sequences of cell

jamming, node pinning, and chamber pressurization created the three output shapes

we used to quantitatively evaluate the control of the device’s shape output. The first

two shapes, Shape A and Shape B, are shown in Figure 5.9 with their corresponding

outputs on the device, and Shape C appears in Figures 5.6 and 5.8.

The simulator output consists of a matrix of heights of point masses, which we

resized using bicubic interpolation to match the resolution of the Kinect depth sen-

sor’s point cloud of the actual surface. This allows direct comparison between the

desired and actual shapes using two quantitative metrics. First, Pearson’s r correla-

tion coefficient, commonly used for template matching in images [61], is calculated as

r =

∑
i

∑
j

(
Aij − A

) (
Bij −B

)

√√√√
(
∑
i

∑
j

(
Aij − A

)2
)(

∑
i

∑
j

(
Bij −B

)2
) , (5.3)

where Aij and Bij are the heights of each point in the two surfaces and A and B

are the mean heights of each image. A correlation coefficient of r = 1 indicates an

exact match, whereas r = −1 indicates an exact inversion, and r = 0 indicates no

correlation. The mean of the absolute values of the height difference between each

corresponding point of the two surfaces yields the second evaluation metric. A high

correlation coefficient and low average height error indicate a good match in slightly

different ways, as two surfaces with similar curvatures but different height scales or

positions would have a strong correlation coefficient but also a large average height

error.

We ran the closed-loop controller on each of the three sample surfaces four times

with a final pressure of 2.8 kPa (0.4 psi). We calculated the correlation coefficients

and average height errors across the surface for each iteration through the outer loop

of the controller and Figure 5.10 shows plots of these values for all trials. As we

would expect, correlation increases and error decreases as the controller progresses,

although not entirely monotonically due in large part to the noise in the Kinect depth
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Figure 5.10: As the shape control algorithm incrementally increases chamber pressure
and jams cells or pins nodes when they reach their respective desired curvature or
height, the correlation between the desired input shape and the output shape increases
and the average height error across the surface decreases.

sensor. The video that accompanies the submission shows one of the four trials for

each of the three sample shapes. The correlation coefficients level off at mean values

of 0.94, 0.93, and 0.78 for Shapes A, B, and C, respectively. The heights within each

desired surface had ranges of 32.3 mm, 23.1 mm, and 22.4 mm, with corresponding

average height errors of 3.1 mm, 1.9 mm, and 3.2 mm from the output surface.

5.2.6.2 Re-creating 3D Objects

For a more qualitative evaluation of the controller’s performance and to explore the

capabilities of a Haptic Jamming surface for various applications, we tested the system

with a desired shape input generated from a real 3D object. The duck chosen as a

sample object for this work appears in Figure 5.11(a). The output capabilities of

the Haptic Jamming surface are not truly three-dimensional in the sense that the

surface cannot display the underside of objects to the user or render any shapes with

overhanging features, an effect we describe as 2.5D. To account for these limitations

when generating the desired shape, we first z-buffer a 3D model of the object and,

zero the heights to the lowest visible point, and resize the resulting image, again with
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Figure 5.11: A Haptic Jamming surface can render various 3D objects, like a duck
(a), by z-buffering an image to convert to a desired shape input for a 12-cell array (b)
or 100-cell array (c). While the simulated output shape (d) and actual output from a
3×4-cell array prototype (g) results in limited output correlation (f) to the input, a
simulation of a 10×10-cell array promises more compelling outputs from larger arrays
(e).
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bicubic interpolation, to the size of the Haptic Jamming array. The corresponding

desired input shapes for a 3×4-cell prototype and a 10×10-cell surface are shown in

Figures 5.11(b) and 5.11(c), respectively.

Running the closed-loop controller on the 3×4-cell prototype with the desired in-

put shape in Figure 5.11(b) results in the output shape shown in Figure 5.11(g) with

the corresponding measured surface shown in Figure 5.11f. This output shape high-

lights further limitations of the Haptic Jamming surface beyond the 2.5D constraints.

First, the surface cannot sufficiently re-create sharp peaks, particularly when located

near the edge of the array. Furthermore, sharp valleys are limited to the locations

of the nodes between the cells that can be pinned at lower heights. As a result, the

shape output by the 3×4-cell surface does not very closely resemble the desired input

shape, let alone the 3D object from which it was generated. We can use the same

spring-mass deformable body simulator that we used to generate the desired input

shapes in Section 5.2.6.1 to test the feasibility of using larger arrays to create more

compelling shapes. The output of the simulated larger array in Figure 5.11(e) shows

much closer resemblance to the input shape and suggests that increasing the array

size and resolution can reduce many of the limitations of the Haptic Jamming surface.

5.3 Control of a Hundred-Cell Array

Although the twelve-cell array in Section 5.2.3 can reconfigure in different regions

of its surface, it has very limited resolution. Thus, to realistically display a large

object in a continuous manner with an encountered-type interface, we chose to create

a larger device to display more compelling output shapes as suggested by the simula-

tion output in Figure 5.11(e). Specifically, we developed the 100-cell array shown in

Figure 5.12.

5.3.1 Design and Manufacturing

The design for the silicone surface of the hundred-cell array is a scaled-up version

of the prototypes described in previous sections with a few key design changes. The
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12: (a) The 100-cell array creating the Stanford Bunny from Figure 4.1 and
(b) with its internal node pinning mechanisms uncovered.
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primary change to the silicone molding was a custom 3D-printed binding post, shown

in Figure 5.13(a). The through holes in the flange increase robustness by fully em-

bedding the binding post into the top half of the silicone mold as it cures, preventing

it from slipping out of silicone regardless of how much it might stretch. Figure 5.13

illustrates the manufacturing process for the silicone molds of the 100-cell array. In

addition to improvements for increased robustness and resolution, the scale up to one

hundred cells generated several engineering challenges that necessitated solutions in

the mechanical, electrical, and computational spaces.

5.3.1.1 Cam Mechanism for Continuous-Resolution Node Pinning

The desire for continuous resolution and improved robustness led us to overhaul the

node pinning design before scaling up to building 81 mechanisms for the 100-cell array.

Even in the 12-cell array, some of the solenoid reel mechanisms had a tendency to

occasionally skip teeth under high loads. Given the larger surface area of 0.145 m2 in

the hundred cell array, this posed a significant risk because a single node could need to

hold much higher forces if the majority of the other nodes were unpinned. Additional

goals for the redesign included allowing the node to unpin under high loads while still

maintaining the mechanism as the load bearer, rather than bearing the load with the

actuator, to save power and continue its classification as an “activator” rather than

an actuator, as explained in the paradigm in Section 1.3.5.

The design we selected out of several tested prototypes used a cam mechanism on

the shaft of a 1094 298:1 Micro Metal Gearmotor (Pololu Robotics and Electronics) to

clamp the node pinning line against a laser-cut acrylic spacer, shown in Figure 5.14.

The profile of the teeth of the cam mechanism spirals outward so that once a tooth

engages the node-pinning line, any upward force on the line actually increases the

force that the cam applies to it against the spacer rather than relying on the motor

torque to apply the force. To ease assembly at scale, the design worked around an

86795T76 ID badge retractor (McMaster-Carr) held in place by acrylic walls. A thin

piece of tape was glued onto the spacers so that the cam could move between the

walls with minimal friction without allowing a gap so large that the node-pinning line

could slip around it. The base of the mechanism uses 4-40 screws with size 003 o-rings
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(a) Binding Posts Embedded at Nodes

(b) Partially Assembled Mold for Silicone Top

(c) Pouring Silicone into the Bottom Mold (d) Cured Silicone Top

Figure 5.13: Custom binding posts embed into the silicone for a more robust connec-
tion to the node pinning lines.
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Vented screw 
attaches line 
to embedded 
binding post

Tape on spacers 
minimizes 
friction on cam

Flat on motor 
shaft interfaces 
with cam

Space to fit 
around vacuum 
tube connector

Figure 5.14: The node pinning mechanism for the 100-cell array uses a cam on a
motor to pin the line with continuous resolution.

around the heads to prevent leakage under pressurization when screwing through the

bottom of the air chamber and includes a space for the through-wall connectors of

the vacuum tubes. The motor leads plug into connections that were hot-glued into

the box base to ensure a pneumatic seal. The overall height of the mechanism was

minimized to keep the air chamber as small as possible, facilitating faster rise times

for step changes in desired pressure.

5.3.1.2 Pneumatic System Design

Pneumatic logic, while a promising concept [47], has not yet reached a level of de-

velopment to use as a pneumatic shift register, so we built our pneumatic system

around 100 separate V1C05-BW1 solenoid 3-way valves mounted on M104-J0 mani-

folds (Mead Fluid Dynamics). The valves were mounted around the base in a pattern

that allows parallel lines from the vacuum source to each block of 20 valves to help

minimize pressure drops between the particle jamming cells and the vacuum source. A

LS-V15s 5/3-way flow regulating valve (Enfield Technologies) provides a much higher

flow rate than the flow regulators used for the smaller arrays to account for the larger

air chamber and to provide a faster rise time in pressure changes. This flow regulator
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permits control of the flow in both directions, so by connecting a vacuum line to one

port we can speed up the exhausting of the air chamber, where 50% control effort

results in no airflow through the valve, 100% control effort maximizes airflow into the

chamber, and 0% control effort maximizes airflow out of the air chamber. This also

facilitates easier creation of concave features in the surface.

5.3.1.3 Electronics and Power

In order to control 100 solenoid valves, 81 motors, and a flow regulator simultaneously

we designed a custom printed circuit board (PCB) with daisy chain of 23 74HC595

Shift Registers (Texas Instruments) with their outputs connected 13 ULN2803 8-

Darlington arrays and 42 L293D dual motor drivers with M22-11-2022 two-pin headers

for KK style crimps (Molex Corporation). Given the importance of robustness of

connections when designing an electrical circuit with this many external components,

we chose to solder M797580015 pre-crimped wire extensions (Molex Corporation) to

all components rather than risk loose crimps. Each solenoid valve draws 58.6 mA

of current when switched on, so we split their sources between three PSA60R-240-R

24-volt power supplies (Phihong Corporation) that supply a maximum current of 2.5

A, all connected to the same ground. A HY3020D power supply (Mastech Power)

that can supply up to 20 A supports all 81 motors at stall torque when powered at

the 2.5 volts needed to unpin node when under load. The power enable line to each

of the L293D motor drivers is held high for 750 ms whenever a motor direction is

switched to allow adequate time for it to rotate the cam mechanism to pin or unpin

a node, before it is disabled to save power because the cam design functions as a

passive pinning mechanism. Figure 5.15 shows the PCBs that mount below the air

chamber with the solenoid valves connected to the Darlington arrays. Two 80 mm

USB S5 fans (AC Infinity) increase airflow across the boards to help cool the circuit.

5.3.2 Software and Control

A Kinect v2 (Microsoft Corporation) RGB-D camera mounts 750 mm above the top

of the acrylic that clamps the edges of the silicone, providing 250 mm of space for
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Figure 5.15: The custom printed circuit boards mount beneath the air chamber.

the surface to balloon up before reaching the 500 mm minimum viable measurement

distance of the depth camera. Given the 1 mm depth resolution on the Kinect v2,

we can store the 250 mm depth workspace data in a vector of unsigned characters,

which can easily be displayed in the form of a gray-scale image. We ported the Kinect

libraries from Visual Studio to QT Creator so that we could more easily program a

custom GUI in C++, shown in Figure 5.16, to accept high-level inputs from the user.

This GUI includes a separate button to toggle the state of each vacuum valve, switch

the direction of each motor, or adjust the desired air chamber pressure, as well as a

few buttons to run common tasks like turning all vacuum valves on or off. The depth

values of the Kinect for the range of interest described above are shown in the form

of a gray-scale image on the top right. On the bottom right, the user can switch

between several pre-loaded desired shapes and command the surface to reconfigure

to that shape using Algorithm 3.

We moved the code for the inner pressure control loop of the block diagram Fig-

ure 5.8 as well as the low level code running the shift registers from the PC onto an
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Figure 5.16: A screenshot of the GUI for high-level user inputs to run the 100-cell
array.
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ATmega328P microcontroller (Atmel Corporation). Any high level changes in pres-

sure, motor direction, or vacuum valve outputs are relayed from the C++ code to the

microcontroller via two bytes of serial data, with the first byte indicating the actuator

of interest and the second byte indicating the updated command for that actuator.

This helps maintain a higher loop rate for the pressure controller that allows higher

gains and faster response times, and also speeds the response of the shift register

by removing the need for a serial communication with the PC for each pulse of the

shift clock, register clock, and data line. Rather than interpolating between frames

or performing any heavy filtering on the depth images that could slow the shape

feedback rate, we developed a sparse median filter to estimate the surface heights at

only the points of interest: the centers of the cells, the pinnable nodes, and the cell

corners on the outer edge of the array. Upon receiving the first depth image from the

Kinect, the code saves pointers to the 16 pixels surrounding each point of interest

into an instance of a custom PixelGroup class. The class includes a member function

to update the depth value of each pixel for every new frame received from the Kinect

and calculate the median value of these depths. We process the z-buffered image of

the desired shape shown in the bottom right of the GUI in a similar manner each

time the user changes the desired shape, so that we can calculate the node height

errors, δn, and curvature errors, δκ, needed to run Algorithm 3 by iterating through

the median values stored for the corresponding PixelGroup in each image.

5.3.3 Large-scale Shape Output

To test the integration of the mechatronic system and evaluate the ability of the

hundred-cell array to replicate desired shapes, we ran the control algorithm with nine

different desired shape inputs. These shapes included the duck from Section 5.2.6.2

and the eight shapes simulated in Chapter 4. The depth images used as inputs for

these shapes are shown on the left sides of Figures 5.17 alongside the array output

measured by the Kinect on the right. It is clear, even qualitatively, that the hundred-

cell array more accurately creates the duck in Figure 5.17a than the twelve-cell array

in Figure 5.11f. Furthermore, the software improvements and larger flow regulator
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Figure 5.17: The images (left) used to generate the desired surface height inputs and
the corresponding depth measurements (right) of the outputs from the hundred-cell
array.
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Figure 5.18: The correlation between the shape generated by the hundred-cell array
and the desired input shape generally increases as the chamber pressure incrementally
increases through the shape reconfiguration algorithm.

allow the hundred-cell array to achieve this output shape in about 10% of the time

the twelve-cell array took to run the same shape reconfiguration algorithm (7 seconds

compared to 72 seconds). To quantitatively evaluate this shape matching perfor-

mance we again use the correlation coefficient given in Equation 5.3. The correlation

coefficient for each shape is plotted in Figure 5.18 against chamber pressure, which

increases in 0.01 psi increments over the course of the shape reconfiguration algo-

rithm. As the algorithm runs, the correlation between the desired inputs and the

device outputs improve. The final correlation coefficients approach those calculated

from the simulator outputs for the same shapes and array sizes, as shown in Table 5.2

in the following section. We attribute the 7.7% difference between the correlation of

the simulated and actual outputs to a combination of the limited depth resolution of

the Kinect and imperfections in the mechanical construction of the array.
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5.3.4 Analysis and Discussion

The hundred-cell array developed in this work uses one electronic valve for each of

the 100 cells and one motor for each of the 81 nodes. Feasible mass production of

a Haptic Jamming surface likely requires a reduced total number of actuators and

activators. Thus, we used the simulator from Chapter 4 to evaluate the relationship

between number of activators in a Haptic Jamming device and its performance. We

simulated the shape reconfiguration algorithm running on a device the same size as our

hundred-cell array with 16 different combinations of numbers of actuators available,

including devices with 1, 4, 25, and 100 electronic valves, 9, 27, 40, and 81 motors,

and all possible combinations of those two sets for the nine of the test shapes shown

in Figure 5.17. To reduce the number of electronic valves, we simulate combining

neighboring cells into larger groups with a single vacuum line. For example, grouping

cells together into 2 × 2 squares without reducing the number of pinnable nodes

results in 25 jamming cells with a pinnable node at each corner, in the middle of

each cell, and in the middle of each cell edge. To simulate a reduction in the number

of motors, we deactivate the pinning capabilities of nodes evenly spaced across the

array. Figure 5.19 shows the output for the Stanford Bunny with four jamming cells

and forty pinnable nodes.

Simulating these sixteen configurations for the nine shapes and calculating their

correlation coefficients to the input shapes provides valuable data about the relative

importance of cell jamming and node pinning in the accuracy of shape formation.

To model this relationship, we define j as the proportion of the 100 cells that are

independently actuated and p as the proportion of pinnable nodes that are actuated.

For example, in the bunny shown in Figure 5.19, j = 0.04 and p = 0.49. The

correlation coefficient c is dependent not only on j and p but also a baseline correlation

b provided by the chamber pressurization. Essentially, b is a representation of how

well a single ballooning cell would correlate to a desired shape. Given our limited

data, we use a simple model that assumes the correlation coefficients increase linearly

with increasing numbers of available actuators, but with different weightings for cell
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Figure 5.19: The simulated output for a reduced-actuation Stanford Bunny with 40
of the 81 pinnable nodes active and squares of 5 × 5 cells grouped into four large
jamming cells.

jamming and node pinning such that

c = vj + wp+ b, (5.4)

where v is the weighting of the jamming actuators and w is the weighting of the pin-

ning actuators. We combine the sixteen simulations of different array configurations

for each object into a matrix equation
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so that we can calculate (ATA)
−1
ATC to find the least squares solution for the weight-

ing values in W . Table 5.1 shows the separate weightings for each of the nine shapes
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Table 5.1: Weighings showing the relative importance of the different types of actu-
ators in a Haptic Jamming surface

Jamming Pinning Baseline
Object* Weighting Weighting Weighting

Duck 0.033 0.139 0.775
Australia 0.037 0.263 0.518
SF Bay 0.054 0.450 0.182
Pear 0.017 0.140 0.839
Pineapple 0.080 0.276 0.591
Femur 0.046 0.194 0.689
Human Heart 0.019 0.217 0.713
Stanford Bunny 0.025 0.196 0.726
Bicycle 0.025 0.291 0.373
Mean Value 0.037 0.241 0.601

*See Figure 5.17 for depth images of desired objects.

as well as the combined weightings across all shapes. The values in this table suggest

that node pinning plays a significantly more important role in shape generation than

cell jamming. Plugging the weighting values into Equation 5.4 provides a basis for

an optimization that a designer could perform when the number of total activators,

or overall device cost, is limited.

In addition to comparing the performance of Haptic Jamming surfaces with various

cell jamming and node pinning configurations, we can evaluate its performance against

other shaping-changing surface methodologies at similar scales. We focus on ideal

versions of the various pin arrays and deformable crusts shown in Table 1.1 and

Figure 1.4. To simulate an ideal 10×10 pin array, we split the desired shape into 100

regions and set the height of each region of the output shape to the mean value of its

corresponding region in the desired shape. To simulate an ideal deformable crust we

set the corners of each of these regions to their corresponding values in the desired

shape and perform a bicubic interpolation between the four corners of each region to

fill in the rest of the surface. Figure 5.20 shows the simulated outputs for each type

of array for the Stanford Bunny input shape, and Table 5.2 compares their resulting

correlation coefficients for each of the nine test shapes.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.20: Simulated outputs for 10×10 arrays of a Haptic Jamming Surface (a), a
pin array (b), and a deformable crust (c).

Table 5.2: Performance comparison of shape-changing interface methodologies for
10×10 arrays

Simulated Simulated Simulated Haptic Jamming
Object Haptic Jamming Pin Array Deformable Crust Device

Duck 0.924 0.938 0.968 0.885
Australia 0.817 0.866 0.895 0.796
SF Bay 0.598 0.911 0.926 0.574
Pear 0.985 0.972 0.993 0.937
Pineapple 0.912 0.925 0.953 0.847
Femur 0.901 0.925 0.958 0.877
Human Heart 0.946 0.941 0.965 0.867
Stanford Bunny 0.913 0.923 0.948 0.767
Bicycle 0.694 0.745 0.751 0.543
Mean Value 0.854 0.905 0.929 0.788

*See Figure 5.17 for depth images of desired objects.
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These results show that a Haptic Jamming surface achieves about 94% of the

shape output performance of a pin array of the same resolution, and a deformable

crust can theoretically achieve an additional 3% on top of that. While the Haptic

Jamming surface requires approximately twice as many actuators as a pin array, each

actuator in the pin array requires a separate analog position controller, whereas all

but one in the Haptic Jamming surface can be classified as binary “activators” that

do no external work on the surface. Thus, the Haptic Jamming surface could feasibly

be built for a lower cost than a pin array of the same resolution. A deformable crust

requires approximately twice as many actuators as a pin array, and each actuator

requires independent analog position control.

The lower correlation coefficients for many of the Haptic Jamming shape outputs

result primarily from the limits to display sharp local minima and maxima due to the

inherent continuity of the surface. While the independence of each pin height in a pin

array results in higher correlation coefficients, the sharpness of these features is not

necessarily ideal from a qualitative perspective, as shown in Figure 5.20. While the

simulated deformable crust shapes achieve both independent control of node heights

and surface continuity, the rigid links in between nodes create design challenges and

limit the change in the volume and curvature of the surfaces a deformable crust can

create, as demonstrated by the very small range of shapes that have been physically

realized in the limited existing hardware, rather than simulated, versions of these

devices. The rigidity of the components in pin arrays and deformable crusts also

limit their use as a haptic interface to display organic or natural objects that a

Haptic Jamming surface can achieve with its soft actuators, which may be critical for

applications like medical simulation.

5.4 Conclusion

The integration of a Haptic Jamming cell with the Kinesys Medsim robot demon-

strated the feasibility of using the device as an encountered-type display in a medical

simulation virtual reality but also elucidated some of the shortcomings of such an

approach. Given the insights we gained from working with the robot we chose to
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expand the workspace of our encountered-type device by expanding the device size

rather than by physically moving it around. As a result, we focused on integrating

technologies like the Microsoft Kinect that allowed us to close the loop on output

shape to render desired surfaces more accurately. We expanded the preliminary re-

sults from the closed-loop control of a 12-cell array to the control of a 100-cell array,

while making several key design innovations that allowed scaling the Haptic Jam-

ming array design up to such a large device. Evaluation of large-scale shape outputs

with various combinations of pinning and jamming actuators shows that node pinning

plays a far more important role than cell jamming in shape generation, suggesting

that while the control of shape and mechanical properties are not entirely independent

in a Haptic Jamming surface, cell jamming could control the mechanical properties

largely independently from node pinning without sacrificing much of the output shape

correlation. Alternatively a second, separate jamming layer underneath the surface

could be used to lock the final shape in place to regain complete control of the me-

chanical properties in the jamming cells in the outer layer. Future work simulating

the effect of overlapping or interlocking the edges of jamming cells could help reduce

the need for pinnable nodes if two neighboring cells can interlock sufficiently when

jammed to constrain them from rotating about their shared cell edge. A compari-

son to other shape-changing surface methodologies shows that Haptic Jamming can

achieve nearly the same shape correlation as ideal pin arrays and deformable crusts,

but in a more organic form factor that could create a more compelling haptic display.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

The deformable surface of a Haptic Jamming array is a novel form of tangible com-

puter interface. Particle jamming has proven an effective tool in a variety of robotics

applications and now shows promise to add another dimension to the versatility of

haptic displays. This chapter reviews the contributions made in this dissertation and

provides suggestions for extension and improvement to this work.

6.1 Review of Contributions

6.1.1 Design and Testing of a Haptic Jamming Surface

The Haptic Jamming methodology can generate a variety of surface geometries over

a range of stiffnesses under automatic control using the technique of particle jam-

ming. Such simultaneous control of both shape and mechanical properties is a rare

combination in tactile displays. A set of experiments testing surface shapes and user

perception provides extensive insight into the range of user interactions such a display

could effectively provide using the design and manufacturing techniques described in

this dissertation. This type of tactile display could prove useful for applications rang-

ing from medical simulation to tactile feedback in teleoperation. The implementation

of the jamming display described in Section 2.3 greatly improves the shape output ca-

pabilities over earlier prototypes while also resolving many design issues that inhibited

130
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their performance and prevented downscaling in size.

6.1.2 Mechanical Modeling of Particle Jamming Displays

Representing the haptics of a virtual environment accurately requires a physical char-

acterization of the tactile display so that the computer controlling the display can

render the environment in the physical world. Toward this end, we developed rheolog-

ical models to physically describe particle jamming systems in different configurations

from a more macroscopic view than the models typically found in the physics liter-

ature for granular materials. Rather than focusing on modeling the interactions of

each individual granule with those surrounding it, as most previous models had done,

these rheological models show that a combination of a single damper and spring can

accurately characterize human finger interactions with particle jamming cells. By

fitting the models at a variety of vacuum levels, a designer of a haptic system using

particle jamming can effectively tune the characteristics to match the parameters of

a desired mode or data from a real material.

6.1.3 Shape Formation Using Deformable Body Modeling

Using the deformable body methods for modeling the actuation inputs developed in

Chapter 4, we can simulate an array of any dimension to study the behavior of the

surface shape under any sequence of inputs, which we validate with a 12-cell physical

device. The simulator led to our development of a shape control algorithm. As a

result, we can test the capabilities of the Haptic Jamming framework to recreate a

variety of surface shapes from map topography to three-dimensional solid models,

and evaluate how the output shape correlation varies with the number of cells in

the surface. A discrete Laplace operator applied to the input image gives a good

prediction of the correlation with the simulator output. While this evaluation high-

lights the limits of the device to create sharp peaks, it also demonstrates the benefits

of using a deformable surface as a shape-changing display, particularly for creating

organic objects with continuous contours not easily recreated by the more pixelated

shape-changing devices that rely on arrays of rigid objects or linkages.
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6.1.4 Control of Haptic Jamming Displays

The KineSys MedSim cable-driven parallel robot allows its end-effector platform to

add underlying kinesthetic haptic feedback to the cutaneous feedback of the tactile

display at higher forces than a serial robot with similar actuators could create. A lump

localization simulation demonstrates the integration of the graphics, hand tracking,

and kinesthetic and cutaneous interaction in a medical simulation scenario.

The 3×4-cell prototype with the Kinect depth sensor for feedback demonstrated

the first closed-loop shape control of a Haptic Jamming surface. This initial controller

implements an algorithm that incrementally increases the chamber pressure beneath

the surfaces in each control loop while pinning nodes at their desired heights and

jamming cells at their desired curvatures. The surfaces tested for the 12-cell array

had an average height error of 2.7 mm across all trials, which is within both the

resolution of the Kinect’s depth sensor as well as the resolution of the ratchet system

on the node-pinning mechanism.

The main drawback of transferring the implementation on the 12-cell array directly

to the 100-cell array stems from the limited loop rate of the controller in Matlab.

While this slow loop rate does not affect stability due to the incremental nature of

Algorithm 3, it does limit many applications of a Haptic Jamming surface driving

our efforts to speed up the loop rate in C++ for the 100-cell array. As a result, the

100-cell array can create shapes with significantly higher accuracy than the 12-cell

array in a fraction of the amount of time.

6.2 Future Work

6.2.1 Improvements

To create smaller cells and larger arrays may require testing thinner cells or alter-

native jamming materials. As the cell size shrinks, less granular material fills each

cell, so unless a new manufacturing method allows thinner layers of the surrounding

flexible membrane, the ratio of membrane material to jamming material increases.

This reduces the effect of the stiffness transition between the unjammed and jammed
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states, imposing a lower limit on cell size for a given granular material. Below a

certain cell size, an alternative activation method would be required to transition a

cell from soft to rigid. Future studies evaluating the effect of material type, material

thickness, and multiple contact points or interaction along the continuous surface on

the parameters in the rheological models would prove useful for providing a database

of all possible systems that could be simulated. Given such a database, a designer

aiming to simulate a specific environment could first build a device from the materials

and thicknesses best fit to cover the spectrum of stiffnesses and damping characteris-

tics of the environment and then adjust the vacuum level in real time to further tune

the parameters in different parts of the environment. For example, many soft tissues

are modeled by Zener or Maxwell models [54], so jamming displays could provide

a useful tool in medical simulation to present various types of tissue interactions.

Adding a separate membrane over the surface of the display could be appropriate for

displaying lumps embedded within tissue.

To improve the utility of the deformable body simulator, one could develop ma-

chine learning algorithms to find values of dynamic coefficients for a specific array, or

use particle filtering methods to identify physical properties of deformable objects as

proposed in [74]. It could also help speed up the simulation enough to run learning

or search algorithms by parallelizing it onto a GPU, as was achieved for simulating

soft tissue deformation with cutting and haptic feedback [75] and neurosurgical sim-

ulation [76]. Furthermore, as the correlation between the desired input shapes and

the resulting output shapes does not increase monotonically with increasing cell size,

the results in Section 4.3 suggest that the output could be improved by incorporating

some image rescaling and translation to optimize alignment of key points in the input

shapes with the nodes for the given array dimension. The current algorithm is also

limited in that it requires a specific starting configuration. Some applications, like

zooming in and out on a topographical map, could benefit from an algorithm that

finds an optimal sequence of actuations from any starting configuration and would

also require the capability of the algorithm to run in real time. The medial axis

transform could potentially improve the Laplacian metric used in this work to pre-

dict shape output correlation, and Voronoi diagrams could provide a valuable tool to
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improve the planning algorithm for shape generation.

Future implementations of the closed-loop shape control will move towards a sys-

tem that can process a desired input shape, such as a real object placed near a depth

sensor, and recreate it in real-time on the Haptic Jamming surface. Since adjusting

the chamber pressure is the limiting factor of the speed of the dynamic response of

the physical system, we plan to develop model-based control algorithms that make

larger chamber pressure adjustments before using the closed-loop shape feedback to

make the finer adjustments, thus limiting the number of pressure changes per shape

reconfiguration. This may also facilitate transforming directly from one shape to an-

other without requiring returning to a flat, depressurized, and unjammed state as an

intermediate step. Alternatively, a larger flow regulator with a higher pressure source

could speed up the dynamic response by filling the chamber with air more quickly.

6.2.2 3D Interfaces

The Haptic Jamming interfaces presented in this thesis were all limited to 2.5D in

the sense that they could not create overhanging surfaces and the user can not pick

them up and hold them in his or her hands. To improve upon this shortcoming, we

have begun to prototype fully 3D Haptic Jamming interfaces. Rather than clamping

a cell or array of cells on top of a rigid air chamber, these 3D interfaces connect two

or more cells together in a 3D pattern such that they hold a pocket of air in between

them. This permits a couple of new methods for shape formation. Figure 6.1 shows

a two-cell interface sealed in the pattern of a baseball that can balloon into the shape

of a mold and then hold that shape rigidly by jamming. The recent development

of high-strain actuators [77] permits a more autonomous shape reconfiguration for

multi-cell 3D objects. Figure 6.2 shows a subset of the shapes that a six-cell cube

of Haptic Jamming faces can create with three internal high-strain actuators. The

high-strain actuators act as pneumatic muscles that can pull the faces inward with

controllable amounts of force. Preliminary qualitative evaluation shows that the

spring-mass deformable model can be adapted to emulate the behavior of the cube

with the high-strain actuators embedded inside, suggesting that the simulation will
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(a) Box Mold

(b) Liver Mold

Figure 6.1: Two Haptic Jamming cells glued together in the pattern of a baseball
can form a variety of shapes by inflating the central chamber inside of a mold before
jamming the cells and removing it from the mold (demonstration courtesy of Nathan
Usevitch).
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Figure 6.2: Six Haptic Jamming cells glued together in the shape of a cube with
internal high-strain pneumatic actuators can form a variety of shapes. Qualitatively,
the deformable body simulation matches the outputs fairly well, suggesting it could
be a useful design tool for more complicated arrangements of cells and actuators
(simulation and demonstration courtesy of Margaret Koehler, Nathan Usevitch, and
Elliot Hawkes).

provide a useful design tool for testing out more complex shapes and configurations

of cells and actuators.

6.2.3 Extensions and Applications

Further integrations of existing technologies with a Haptic Jamming device beyond

those discussed in Chapter 5 show potential for creating even more compelling haptic

interactions. For example, the 100-cell array integrated with a head-mounted display

and a hand tracker could create a more immersive virtual reality experience. The

hand tracker in particular could allow the implementation of some of the algorithms

typically used with single-point kinesthetic haptic displays, such as giving the per-

ception of an expanded workspace in a virtual reality by drifting the virtual proxy

so that the user naturally drifts back towards the center of the workspace [78] or the

ballistic cursor control commonly used with computer mice. As flexible and stretch-

able sensor technology advances, it could become feasible for the Haptic Jamming
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device to become an input device as well as an output device. Embedded capacitive

sensors could provide feedback not only of the current deformations and shape state

but also of where a user is touching the device. This prospect becomes particularly

intriguing when combined with the development of fully 3D Haptic Jamming devices.

While additive 3D printing has revolutionized prototyping by reducing turnaround

time between design iterations, a 3D shape changing device with embedded sensing

could bring that turnaround time down to an entirely new level. With these tech-

nologies, one could imagine a not-too-distant future when a designer’s changes to

a CAD model would be reflected nearly instantly in a shape changing device, and

subsequent physical alterations of that device could be sensed by the computer and

reflected in the CAD model. If such a vision materializes, it would markedly alter not

only human-computer interaction but also the way in which products across many

industries come to fruition.
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